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Paragraphs l-1 to 1-2
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sEcTtoN I

GEN ERAt

t{tI

t-t. tlrlTRoDucTloN.

This application note explains the principles involved
in maintaining precision frequency and time standards.
Several system arrangements are described and sys-
tem operation is discussed. Considerable emphasis
is placed upon practical methods of frequency and time
determination.

Hewlett-Packard frequency and time standard systems
are used for frequency and time controlorcalibration
at manufacturing plants, physical researchlaborator-
ies, calibration centers, astronomical observatories,
missile and satellite tracking stations, and radio
mmitoring and transmitting stations. System uses
include the following: distributed standard frequencies
infactories or research facilities ("house standards"),
cqrtrol of standard frequency and time broadcasts,
synchronization of electronic navigation systems,
investigarion of radio transmission phenomena, fre-
quency syndresizer control, and precise adjustment
of single-sideband communications equipment.

The absolute accuracy which can be maintained with
Hewlen'Packard systems depends not only upor'r
equipment performance, but also on (a) the accuracy
of the master rime or frequency source and (b) local
comparison and adjustment techniques. Frequency
accu{qcy rypically can be maintained within a few parts
in 10ru. Absolute time synchronization with amaster
time standard typically can be maintained within a
millisecond or less.

High-accuracy master standards of frequency and
time are provided in convenient broadcasts from radio
stations such as WWV, WWVH, WWVL, NBA, and
many others throughout rhe world (tables 1-2 and 1-3).
Proven comparison techniques available to the user
are discussed below. By careful use of suitable
comparison and adjustment methods, high system
accuracy can be maintained.

The necessary equipment characteristics provided by
Hewlen-Packard systems include (a) suitable oscil-
lator stability, (b) high-accuracy comparison capa-
bility, (c) reliability, and (d) operational simplicity.

The ease with which required sysremaccuracymaybe
achieved is largely dependent on oscillator stability.
Improved long-term stability directly increases the
permissible time between oscillator adjustments re-
quired to maintain a given absolute accuracy. If an
oscillator exhibits long-term stability of 5 parts in
1910 per day, for eximple, adjustments af ZO-Oay
intervals can provide accuracy of +5 parts in 109
(assuming negligible error in both the master standard
and comparison method); if long-term stability were
5 parts in lOv per day, adjustments at2-day intervals
would be required for the same accuracy.

00051-2

Long-rerm stability of both rhe @ Model 103AR Quartz
Oscillator and the Model 104AR Ouartz Oscillator is
conservatively rated at + 5 parts in tO10 per day with
substantially better performance to be expectedunder
normal operating conditions. Such performance re-
sults from the use of (a) carefully tested, high-quality
crystals, (b) precision-temperature ovens, (c) in-
herently stable circuitry, and (d) low-power dissipation
in crystal (approximately 0.2 microwatt). Design of
Hewlett-Packard oscillators includes attention to such
details as shock and vibration isolation, shielding,
load isolation, and stability with respecr to variarion
of supply voltage.

For example, the effect on output frequency by a
*4 volt change-in the 26V supply voltage is less than
+ I part in 10ru; the effect of a change in ambient
temperature of +25oC from 25oC is less than +3
parts in 1010' and the effect of any ghange in load
irom 50 ohms is less than I partin fOto. ei a result
short,Lerm stability on the orderofless than I part
in 1010 can be expected when the oscillator is oper-
ating under normal laboratory conditions.

In addition to good long and shorr-term stability,
many applications also require a signal having high
spectral purity. This is essential, for example,
where a high order of frequency multiplication is to
be performed. The @ Model f04AR was designed
specifically for these applications. Spectra less than
two cycles wide may be obtained in the X-band region
by multiplication of its 5 mc output. Signal-to-noise
ratios, as measured in a 6 cps bandwidth, of 23 db
or better may be typically obtained ar 10 gc with the
@ vooet to4AR.

For a more complete discussion of stability and
spectral purity in frequency standards, refer to
section V.

Hewlett-Packard instruments which are used as
system components are listed in table 1-1 along with
their abbreviated names (as used in this application
note). Consult your Hewlett-Packard representative
(appendix IV) for information on new instruments
now in development and not listed here.

Hewlett-Packard frequency and time standard systems
can be used in several configurations, depending both
on principal system use (i.e. providing accurate fre-
quency or providing accurate time) and on the source
of master time or frequency signals (i.e. hf radio
transmission or lf/vlf ratio transmissions). The
various system arrangements are discussed in the
following paragraphs.

T.2. FREQUCNCY DETER'NINATION USING
HF RADIO SIGNAIS.

Heterodyne or zero-beat methods of frequency de-
termination using radio signals transmitted by hf

Y-'
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Table l-1. System Componenrs

@ ivtoOel
Number

Complete
Name

Abbreviated
Name

lO3AR

I04AR

l I38R

114BR

l2OBR

7248R

725AR

Quartz Oscillator

Quartz Oscillator
Frequency Divider

and Clock

Time Comparator

Oscilloscope

Standby Power Supply

Standby Power Supply

Oscillator
Oscillator
Clock

Comparator

Oscilloscope

Power Supply

Power Supply

Section I
Paragraph 1-2 cont'd

standard-frequency broadcasting stations are com-
monly used if extreme accuracy is not required.
Skywave signals, whose propagation path includes one
or more reflections from ionospheric layers are
subject to Doppler-effect frequency shift caused mainly
by vertical movement of the reflection layers. The
frequency shift is a function of the velocity of layer
movement. Received signal frequency often differs
from the transmitted frequency by several parts in
198 per reflection.* Stations wirich receivernulti-hop
modes (i.e. several ionospheric reflections) therefore
may experi-ence frequency shifts in the order of several
parts in 10i.

Appl. Note 52

A more accurate method uses high-frequency radio
timing signals to measure frequency indirectly through
time comparisons. The time-comparison measure-
ments are subject to some error caused by variation
in radio transmission delay (mainly a function of
ionospheric layer height and transmission mode; refer
to section IV for a detailed discussion), butthe effects
of this error can be minimized by making observa-
tions over an extended period of time.

A basic system arrangement which uses time signals
from hf radio transmissions is shown in figure l-1.
This system consists basically of an oscillator-
driven synchronous-motor clock which is periodically
compared with the master time signals.

If the time intervals indicated on the system clock
are precisely the same as the master time intervals,
oscillator frequency is precisely its nominal value.
If the clock loses time, oscillator frequency is low.
If the clock gains time, oscillator frequency is high.
Accurate measurement of the difference between the
time interval indicated on the clock and that from the
master time standard permits calculation of average
oscillator frequency (or frequency error) during the
measurement interval.

I Shaull, J. M. "Adjustment of High-Precision Frequency and Time
Standards", Proc. IRE, Vol. 38 pp. 6-15; Jan., 1950.

,l

l

@ rrien

FREQUEIICY

STAI{OARO

t03AR / t04AR

sTAil0IY
POITER SUPPLY

@ntBR/7zsAR

tooKc

LOCAL
COMPARISON
SIGNAL

-24V

UASTER
| - sEc rtcKs

OR
LF/VLF MASTER FREQ.

L-2

Figure 1-1. Basic Frequency and Time Standard System
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Example: A precision oscillator drives a clock which
gains 2 milliseconds relative to the master time
standard during a time interval of 1,000,000 seconds
(about ff.6 days). The average oscillator frequency
during the interval is therefore 2 x l0-3 seconds
* fOo seconds or 2 x 10-9 high with respect ro the
-""ter time standard.

A precision oscillator can be assumed to have a
fairly linear drift rate after its initial run-in period
of several weeks. Therefore the value of the average
frequency during the measurement interval is ap-
proximately equal to ttre instantaneous frequency at
the midpoint of the inrerval. Thus, in the example
given above, the instantaneous frequency 500,000
seconds, after the start of the interval would be
2 x 10-9 high. A series of such frequency determi-
nations can be plotted graphically to give a con-
venient record of oscillator frequency.

Note that determination of oscillator frequency de-
pends on measurement of time intervals, and does
not depend on absolute time setting or time synchro-
nization with the master time source. Refer to
section III for a cornplete discussion of frequency
determination techniques.

I.3. FREOUENCY DETERMINATION USING
tJ/vlF RADrO S|GNATS.

Because the propagation of lf and vlf is relatively
stable, these bands offer a means of high accuracy
frequency transfer in a comparatively short time.
Even at great distances, a comparison accuracy of
a few parts in 10u may be athieved in a 24-hour
period. Comparable accuracy using hf transmissions
could require several month,s.

Frequency comparison against lf/vlf signals can be
accomplished in several ways. The systems in
section II are offered as accurate measurement tech-
niques; considerations of choice being convenience,
flexibility, provision of a continuous record, utili-
zation of available laboratory equipment, and expense.

I-'. ACCURATE TIMEKEEPING.

Equipment requirements for maintaining a precise
time standard are similar to those for maintaining a
precise frequency standard. Once local synchroniza-
tion with the master time standard has been made,
corrections for oscillator drift can be calculated or
determined graphically when the behavior character-
istics of the oscillator are known. Close synchroni-
zation with a master time standard (bymeansof radio
transmissions) requires determination of the propa-
gation delay between transmitter and receiver. Methods
of precise time synchronization are discussed in
section IV.

r-5. TrmE SCALES.

Several time scales are used for time measurement.
The time scales described below are frequently re-
ferred to in discussions of precise timekeeping.

00051-3

Section I
Paragraphs 1-3 ro l-6

For detailed explanations of time units, refer to
appendixes I and II and to Time Service Notice No. 4;
U. S. Naval Observatory, Washington 25, D. C.; April,
1959. For a discussion of Atomic (AT and A.l) sys-
tems, refer to Time Service Notice No. 6; U. S.
Naval Observatory, Washington 25, D, C.; January,
1959.

A. LINIVERSAL TIME (L.rT). Universal Time (UT)
or Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) or Greenwich

Civil Time (GCT) is a system of mean solar time
based on the rotation of the earth about its axis rela-
tive to the position of the sun. Several UT scales are
in use: Uncorrected astronomical observations used
in determining mean solar time are denoted UT0; the
UTO time scale when corrected for the earth,s polar
variation is denoted UTI; the UTI time scale when
corrected for annual variation in the rotation of the
earth is denoted UT2. Time signals transmitted by
standard stations are generally based on the UT2 time
scale. Although UT is in common use, it is non-
uniform because of changes in the earth,s speed of
rotation.

Astronomical time measurements are frequently re-
ferred to the Greenwich mean sidereal time scale
(denoted 0) which is based on the rotation ofthe earth
relative to star position. An oscillator frequency of
approximately 100.27379091 kc is required to operare
the QP Model 1138R Frequency Divider and Clock on
a mean sidereal time basis. Sidereal time, like UT,
is non-uniform.

B. EPHEMERIS TIME (ET). Scientificmeasuremenr
of precise time intervals requires a uniform time

scale. The fundamental standard of constant time is
defined by the orbital motion of the earrh about rhe
sun and is called Ephemeris Time (ET). (ET is de-
termined from lunar observations.) In 1956, the
International Committee of Weights and Measures
defined the second as "rhefqacrion 1/31, 556,925.9747
of the tropical year for l2nET of January 0, 1900"
(January 0, 1900 = December 31, 1899).

C. ATOMIC TIME (AT). Molecular and atomic res-
onance characteristics can be used to provide time

scales which are apparently constant and equivalent
(or nearly equivalent) to ET. The designationA.l has
been given to the time scale derived from the zero-
field (4,0)-(3,0) resonance of cesium with one
second equal to 9,192,63I,770 periods of oscillation.
The U. S. Frequency Standard ar Boulder, Colorado,
is maintained by reference to the A.l time scale.

r-6. RAD|O TrmE StcNAtS.

High-frequency (hf) time signals are broadcasr in the
United States by the National Bureau of Standards
over radio stations WWV (located near Washington,
D. C.), and WWVH (located in Hawaii). The important
characteristics of these and other hf stations trans-
mitting precise time signals are shown in table l-2.

l-Jt



Section I
Paragraph 1-6 cont'd

The U. S. Navy and the National Bureau of Standards
are presently transmitting standard lf and vlfsignals.
The long-range groundwave and stable propagation of
lf/vlf transmissions permit direct phase comparison
while avoiding the problems of frequency shift and
variation in transmission time which is associated
with hf transmissions. The characteristics of these
and other lf/vlf transmissions are shown in table 1-3.
At present, NBS stations WWVB (60 kc) and WWVL
(20 kc) are cwandarenotmodulatedwith time signals.
Navy station NBA broadcasts ICWat 18kc. Its carrier
is pulsed once each second on a30loduty cycle. Time
of day information is provided by omitting "ticlC' on
a programmed basis.

The frequency offset with respect to the'USFS of
signals transmitted at any given time by NBS Stations
is available from the Radio Standards Laboratory,
National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado.

Time is announced every 5 minutes in UT by tele-
graphic code overradio station WWV. EasternStand-
ard Time is announced in voice before and after each
code announcement. l-second timing pulses (or
"ticks") transmitted by WWV normally consist of a
S-millisecond pulse of a 1000-cps sine wave, with
exact time at the leadingedgeof thepulse (figure 1-2).
Intervals of I minute are marked by omitting the last
tick of each minute and by commencing each minute
with two ticks spaced by 0.1 second. During the 1-
minute binary-coded-decimal (BCD) time code periods
(described below), seconds are indicated by a series
of five 6-millisecond pulses of a 1000-cps sine wave,
followed by a 2-millisecond pulse of a 1000-cps sine
wave; exact time occurs at the leading edge of the
2-millisecond pulse.

Station WWVH announces time in telegraphic code
every 5 minutes. The l-second ticks transmitted

Appl. Note 52

by WWVH consist of six cycles of a 1200-cps sine
wave (figure 1-2). Intervals of I minute are marked
by omitting the last tick of each minure and by com-
mencing each minute with two ticks spaced by 0.1
second. I
A binary-coded-decimal (BCD) time-of-year signal
is broadcast by WWV for l-minute periods starting
at minutes 7, 12, 17,22,27,32,37,42,52, and57.
Figure 1-3 shows pulse arrangement during the 1-
second time-frame interval-

A four-pulse l-2-4-8 BCD group is used. The binary
"CP' is represented by a 2-millisecond pulse(2cycles
of a 1000-cps sine wave), and the binary "l" is rep-
resented by a 6-millisecond pulse (six cycles of a
1000-cps sine wave). Each BCD grqrp can be con-
verted to a decimal digit by adding rtre represented
binary quantities. For example, a long-shorr-long-
short BCD group indicares the digir 5 (1 + 0 + 4 + 0).

Index pulses of 6-millisecond duration are trans-
mitted at O.l-second intervals. Note that the 0.1-
second index pulses mark the start of a BCD pulse
group.

All BCD information pulses maintain l0-millisecond
spacing; unused areas include index pulses at l0-
millisecond intervals. Exact time for 10-millisecond
intervals occurs at the leading edge of all pulses.
The 1000-cps sine wave within each pulse permits
time resolution to I millisecond.

An NBS publication describing the time-of-year code
"Time Code on WWV", is available from National
Bureau of Standards, Boulder Laboratories, Boulder,
Colorado.

In addition to time signals, WWV and WWVH transmit
(a) audio tones of 440 cps and 600 cps, (b) radio
propagation forecasts in telegraphic code (symbol

U
I

I
I
I

I
/
t
I

wwv l.ooo cPs

TOI{E
440 CPS

OR
600 CPS

to rsEc 5 TSEC 25 rsEc
TOilE

440 CPS
OR

600 cPs

wwvH 1,2O0 CPS LD-r-ea2

l-4

Figure 1-2. Tick Description WWV and WWVH
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+ L < I kw Note: Antem lo@tioN of WWvy !-i k* Frequency: 2.5 mc b mc 10 mc 1b mc 20 EIt >bkw Iatitude:38oS9'33.16'N 38ob9rg0.22rN 38ob9,g6.fiN 88059131.2,,N 389595if-f
I4ngitude:76050,52.35'W ?6050152.35'W ?6050'52.35'W ?6050'52.35'W ?6p505{r\

)

cAtt srGN wwv wwvH ATA CEU FFI
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o
F

U
o

PI,ACE Beltsville, Md.
u.s-A.

Maui, Hawaii
u-s.A-

New Delhi
India

Ottava
Canada

Pri
Fil

IATITUDE See Note 20'46'N 28'34'N 4E' 1?' 47,'N 48'

IONGITUDE See Note 156' 28'W ?7'19'E 75' 45' 22"W 2"'
eu
a
d

(J

FREO. (r Cl a.sIs lrolrrlzolzs s lro lrs t0 3. 330 
| 

?. Bs5 
I 
14.6?0 2.

POWER.+ u Inl nl ul r'rl r ul r',r lu M L M M L

SCH EDUI.E
Continuqs except:

min. 45-49 each hr.
Continuous €xcept:
mln. 15-19 each hour
and 1900-1934 UT
each day

{

5 days pe. week,
0534-0600 and
1030-1 100 uT.

Cootinues Tues. ad I
thrs. F
except Ei
each hr-

AUDIO MODUIATION
in oddition lo time
signols

440 cps or 600 cps
(alternates) for 2 min.
io each 5 min.
Ti0e code (BqD) lor 1

hin. starting min. 7,
12, L7, 22, 2',1, ?2, 31
L2, 52, .51.

440 cps or 600 cps
(al.ternates) for 3
min. ln each 5 min-

1000 cp8 lor 4 Eitr.
in each 15 min,

Nm 4t10 g tl r
rofit cF p
l0EiL i,
min,

z
9
u

=

NORMAI, TICK
DU RATION

5 msec. 5 msec. 5 msec. 200 msec 5

TICK
MODUTATION

1000 cps 1200 cps 1000 cps 1000 cps l(D

MINUTE MARK
No tick sec. 59:

Tick repeated with
100 msec. interval
to! sec. 00-

No tick sec. 59:
Tick repeated witb
100 msec interval
for sec. 00.

100 msec. tick for
sec.00.

500 msec tick for
sec, 00; other
ticks omitted (1000
msec tick for hou!
mark ).

IOOG
follod
lmil
44O r
s4- o

SIGNAT
DURATION

ContiDuous Cootitruous Cotrtinu@a Codinu@s 10 EiL
20 EiL

ADJ USTMENT step step 20 msec. step. 50 msec step on 1st
day of month

50@- i
ll@ dn
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Section I
Table 1-2

FFH EET IBF JJY LOL MSF OMA zvo
1

I
Paris

France
xacticrf

Sritted.i
Tqim
Irly

Tokyo
JapaD

Buen@ Aires
Argentina

Rugby
England

Prague
Czechoslovakia

Johannesburg I Otitantsfontein
Unioo of South Alrica

F-x 48'46'N 47" 00"x a5" c!'N 35" 42'N 3{'37's 52'22,N 50" 07'N 26' 11'S 25" 58'S
-t 2" 20,E 6" 5?'E 7' ,to. E 139" 31'r 58" 21'W 1- 1l'W 14' 35'E 28" 04'E 28" 14'E
rd z.slslro z.sls 5 z.slslrolrs z.slslrolulzolzs z.olslro 10 5r r.lrl r

"1,. L u lr'rlulu r-r lr,rlul ul ul v r. lrl r M L M

lrr Tuea. and Fri-
t hrs. per day
except DiD. 25-30
each hr.

2.5 mc:
Sat. 0?00-
Tues. 0?00,
Wed. 0?00-
Fri. 0?00.

5 mc:
Tues. 0700-
Wed. 0?00,
Fri. 0?00-
Sat. 0?00UT.

Ihily o?ltr-{t?lto,
lt@-llloI'r,
qcela fu_

Daily 1100 - 1200,
1400 - 1500. 1?00 -
raoo, zooo - zroo,
2300 - 2400 except
Sun-

Ilaily 0700-2300UT
except Din. 29-30
each hr.

5 mc:
l,oL except bin.
9-19, 29-39, 49-59
ffh br.

10rc
Wed- erc€Et Eitr.
9-19, 29-39, 4959
each hr.

t
l5 mc:
contitruas except
min. 29-39 each hr.

Continu@a except
min. 15-20 each
hr,

Continu@s except
mitr, 40-45 each
hr.

Cotrtinuous except mitr.
15-25 each hr. and
0030 - 0?00UT each
day.

+9 q6 (f Ein. ) and
!@ cF (9 Ein.) for
lO uit it each 20
lil

500 cpe sqwe wave
for 5 min. in each
60 min.

440 cps or 1000 cps
(alternates) for b
min. in each 10 min,

1000 cps tor { miq.
in each 5 min.

440 cps or 1000 cps
(alterotes) for 4
min, in each 5 min.

1000 cps for 10 min.
in each 15 min.

1000 cps for 4 min.
iq each 15 min.

None

5 Gec. l0 cec. 5 osec. 20 msec. 5 msec. 5 Eaec 5 maec. 5 msec.

1000 cps
5 carier
inte.ruptiona
1msec.x1msec.
(stut of 1st int. ig
exact sec. )

1000 cpg Curie! interruption
belore sec.

1000 cps 1000 cp6 1000 cps 1000 cp6

ir

{rqx)
hr

100 msec. tick
followed by
100 msec. at
440 cps for
sec. 00.

250 curier ioterrup.
tions for sec. 00-

Tick repeated ? UEeE
with l0 msec. itrter-
yals for sec. 00.

200 Es hterruptioo
before sec. 00.

No tick sec. 59. 100 msec. tick for
sec,00.

100 msec. tick for
sec, 00.

500 msec. tick for
sec.00.

10 min. in each
20 min.

5 min. itr €ach l0- 5 min. in each 10 Contiquru 4 min. itr eacb 60 min. 5 min. in each
15 min-

10 min. in each 30.
No tick min. 20-
25 each hr.

Contlnuous

lst 50 m6ec. atep on 1st
Dlon. of motrth.

Steering Step 10 m6e. atep. 20 Gec. step. 20 msec step oD lst
day of month

Step 50 msec, step

I 20mc 25mc
-1"!{ 38o59t32'N 98o59r36,N.35V 76050'50'rw ?6050'51'W

Table t-2. HF Srandard Time Signal Stations
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u.s.A.

Sunset, Colorado
u.s.A-

Srmmit, C. Z.
Pamma

Mainllingen
Germany

Rugby
Unlted Kingdom

PodEbrady
C ze choslovakia

TATITUD E

TONGITU DE

40" 00'N

105' 16,W

40'

105 '
02,N

27,V]

9o 04r 30'iN

?9'34'30"W
50" 01'N

9" 00'E

52'22'N
1' 11'W

50'08'N
15. 08'E

U

f REAU EN CY 60 kc 20 kc 18 kc 7?. 5 kc 18 kc 60 kc 50 kc

OFFSET Approx, -150 x 10-10
duriq 1961

lpprox. -t5o x tO-10
duriw 1961

rpprox, -150 x 10-10
rel. to A.1) during 196

POWER Low Med High Med High Med Low

SCH E DU LE Mon. 1530 - Fri. 240(
except l{30 - 1530UT
fres. thru Fri.

Contlnu@ Continuous except
wed. 1300 - 2100UT

Mar thru Oct, weekday!
0?00-0210; Nw thru
Feb, 0?00-0010; tele-
graphic traffic 1200-
1859; no transmission
alter 1900UT belore
$rn or holiday.

Daily, approx. 22 hrs. Daily, 1430 - 1t30UT Continuds

MODUI.ATION Call sign br@dcasl
at min. 00, 20, 40
each hour-

Call sig! broadcasl
at min. 00, 20, 40
each hour.

tnt. time sigs, call -
sisn and offset from A. I
in"parts in 1010 broad-
cast periodically

$andid 440 cps tone,
oTlo-0727.

Standard 200 cps tone,
10r0-102?.

(a) 20 msec @Is€d
carrler or 20 msec
{40 cF tone, sec 00
prolonged (100 msec);
or (b) Flsed car.ier
lor 100 dsec. sec 00
prolonged {500 msec);
0?28-0?35,0800-08!0,
t02&1035,1100-1110,
1900-2010,2057-21r0,
2rt7-2210,2257-23t0,
235?-0010,005?-0t10,
015?-0210 uT,

02, 04, .tc.): 440
cps lor 40 dsec; 0?00-
0?09,0?36-0?59,
0811-1009,1036-1059,
1r1l-1200 uT.

gandr.d devialion (o)
:10- 06 hsec fo. 20
dsec l-6ec tick6 and

Adjus!nenl 50 msec
stepwedat 1400UT.

Int. time 8ig8, tele-
g.aphic ttafiic

1000 cp8 lor 10min. ir
eech 15 min-

Continuous except
1000 - 1101 uT:

100 msec pulsed
carrier marks e&ct
aec with sec 00
prolorEed to 500
msec; accuncy
+10 x 10-9

1000 - 1101rrr:
continuous carder
with interruption
for call sign each
15 min.

IIME SIGNAI"S None at present but
planned for near
future

None at present hrl
planned for near
luture

Da6h sbrts on egct
sec. Daah omitted on
sec. 29, 56, 5?, 58,
59 each min, Other
da6he6 omitted during
sec. 51-55 oI last 5

min. ol each hour,
fiast dash each hour
prolonged

Accuracy:
same as carrier

Time aigs,
0955 - 1000,
1?55 - 1800UT

Section I
Table 1-3 and Figure 1-3

* Low <l0kw
Med 10-100 kw
High >100 kw
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Table 1-3. LF and VLF Frequency and Time Standards

Figure 1-3. Time Code WWV, 36-Bit Binary-Coded-Decimal

Appl. Note 52
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consists of the letter W, U or N followed by a numeral),
and (c) geophysical alerrs in telegraphiccode(symbol
consists of the letters AGI followedbyAAAA, EEEEE,
or three long dashes).

Receiving starions which are equidistant from WWV
and WWVH may experience tick interference on 5,
10, and 15 mc. This problem can be reduced by
either (a) using a directional antenna which favors
the desired signal or (b) scheduling measurements
for a time when only one station is transmitting.
Station WWV is silent from minute 45 to minute 49 of
each hour. Station WWVH is silent during minute 0
to 3, 15 to 18, 30 to 33, and 45 to 48 of each hour and
from 190O to 1934 UT each day.

Tick timing is adjusted at infrequent intervals in
steps up to 50 milliseconds. Timing normally is
adjusted at the beginning of the calendar year.

For optimum precision in maintaining a time standard,
the U.S. Naval Observatory determines andpublishes
corrections for transmitted time signals. About two

Section I
Paragraph 1-6 cont'd

months after a particular transmission, preliminary
corrections are given in "Time Signals, Bulletin 8,,.
Final corrections are released about six months after
a particular transmission in "Time Signals, Bulletin
A". Both of the above publicationsareavailable from
the U. S. Naval Observatory, Washington 25, D. C.

Calculations of oscillator frequency which are based
on the UT2 time transmissions from WWV may be
corrected to the ET scale using frequency offset
information which is published periodically in "Time
Signals, Bulletin B", the "Proceedings of the IRE"
(published monthly by the Instituteof RadioEngineers,
Inc., I East 79 Street, New York 21, New York), and
"Deviations of the Frequencies Broadcast by Station
WWV with Respect to the United States Frequency
Standard" (available from National Bureau of Stand-
ards, Boulder Laboratories, Boulder, Colorado). The
published corrections refer directly to the trans-
mitted frequency of WWV, but since the WWV time
signals are locked to the frequency transmission, the
corrections are valid fo3 frequencies whose valuehas
been determined from the time signals.

b

!..

I
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Figure 2-1
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Figure 2-1. Comparison Units for Basic HF Sysrem
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SECTION II
SYSTEM OPERATI O N

Section II
Paragraphs 2-l to 2-2

-U

2-t. tNTRoDUCT|ON.

This section describes the general operation of typical
comparison systems such as those illustrated in fig-
ures 2-1 and 2-2. Detailed step-by-step instructions
for installation and operation are given inthemanuals
which are supplied with the equipment.

2.2. RADIO RECEPTIOX.

Radio receiver requirements differ widely, depending
especially on the location of the receiving station.
For hf reception, the receiver should be of commu-
nications receiver quality, tunable to all necessary
frequencies (for WWV: 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 mc).
Lt/vlf receprion requires a high sensitivity receiver,
capable of effectively rejecting adjacent channel sig-
nals and covering a spectrum of 14-30 kc or higher.

Compa.rison measurements can be speeded and sim-
plified by grving careful attention to antenna design,
location, and orientation. A directional antenna is
preferred for hf reception and should be oriented to
favor the transmission mode which consistently pro-
vides the shortest propagation path. Suitable lf/vlf
reception may be obtained with a long wire antenna
or loop antenna. Excellent results are obtained in
Palo Alto, California, with a Dymec loop antenna
( @ stoct number 9060-0020).

Accuracy of measurements using hf timing signals
can be greatly improved by observing a few pre-
cautions to lessen the effect of erratic variation in
propagation delay:

1) Schedule observation for an all-daylight or all-
night transmission path between transmitter and
receiver. Avoid twilight hours.

2) Choose the highest reception frequency which
provides consistent reception.

3) Observe tick transmission for a few minutes to
get the "feel" of propagation conditions. The best
measurements are made on days when signals show
little jitter or fading. If erratic conditions seem to
exist, indicated by considerable fading and jitter in
tick timing, postpone the measurement. Ionospheric
disturbances causing erratic reception sometimes
last less than an hour, but may last several days.

4) Make time comparison measurements using the
ticks with the earliest consistent arrival time.

Lf/vlt propagation is affected less by atmospheric
conditions than hf; however, variations in propagation
conditions do exist and cannot be ignored when mak-
ing accurate comparison measurements. As with
higher frequencies, lf/vlf transmission is affected

00051-2

by diurnal variations, i.e. propagation path phase
shifts occurring at sunrise and sunset. Factors af-
fecting path phase velocity include ionospheric con-
ditions, ground conductivity, and surface roughness.

Path phase is considerably more stable when neither
sunrise nor sunset is present along thepath. Further-
more, studies have shown that path phase is much
more stable during theall sunlightperiod thanat night.

Daytime propagation is subject to sudden ionospheric
disturbances (S.I.D.) caused by solar flares. S.l.D.
are characterized by a rapid shift in phase, then an
exponential recovery, caused by a sudden depression
and slow recovery of the ionosphere (D-layers).
S.I.D. are also triggered by man-made events.*

S.I.D. from solar disturbances seldom affect night-
time propagation. However, magnetic storms are
likely to cause minor phase instabilities at night, but
these disturbances can be averaged out over a period
of several hours.

The graph in figure 2-3 shows a WWVL phase compar-
ison (received in Palo Alto, California) over a typical
24-hour period. The measurement system used is
similar to that in figure 2-2 (method A). Comparison
is made against the Hewlett-Packard house frequency
standard (@ Model 103AR Quartz Oscillator).

The down path phase shift is first shown at the lefr
of the chart, between approximately 5:30 and 6:30 AM.
Then slope is constant until approximately 6 PM, at
which time the sunset pathphaseshiftoccurs. Between
sunset and dawn the slope approximates the daytime
slope with the exception of minor propagation in-
stabilities. The cycle repears beginniirg ar 5:30 AM
the next morning. The morning shifts do not change
direction, as the chart appears to indicate. The
sudden change toward the bottomof thechartis caused
when the analog recorder changes range. Without
the range change, the record would be approximately
trapezoidal in shape. Periodic "pips" are20minute-
identification marks broadcast by WWVL.

Because of the relatively short comparison periods
required when using lf/vlf transmissions, the phase
shift shown in figure 2-3 should not present a serious
problem if the user is aware of them. An excellent
coverage of vlf propagation phenomena appears in
the June 1957 IRE Proceedings.

Reder, F. H. "Frequency Transfer by VLF Transmissions',,
U,. S. Army Signal Research and Development Laboratory, Oc-
tober 28, 196I.
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Figure2-2. LF/VLF Comparison Systems (Sheet I of 2)
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Figure 2-2. LF/VLF Comparison System (Sheet 2 ot 2)
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Figure 2-3. Typical 24-Hour Period Phase Comparison Graph of WWVL

Appl. Note 52

2-3. HF TIME COMPARISON MEASUREMENT.

The basic oscillator-clock-oscilloscope system (fig-
ure 2-1) uses the tick output of the clock to trigger
the oscilloscope sweep. By observing the WWV tick
while adjusting the phasing of the clock tick output,
both ticks can be brought into time coincidence or
near-coincidence. The calibrated time reference
control (reading accuracy better than 10 micro-
seconds for the @ Model 113BR) then gives the
desired cloik time reference.

Duqrng the adjustment procedure a selected portion
of the WWV tick is positioned on a selected reference
line on the oscilloscope screen. Any easily identified
part of the WWV tick near the tick leading edge may
be selected (such as the zero-crossing of the second
cycle), but future time comparisons must be ref-
erenced to the same point. Likewise, any part of the
oscilloscope screen can be used for reference (such
as the center vertical graticule line orthestart of the
sweep), but again future measurements must be ref-
erenced to the same point.

ronE 
-\

SWEEP SPEED = 0.3 SEG,/CM SWEEP SPEED O, I SEC./CM

SWEEP SPEED IOMSEC/CM SIVEEP SPEED IMSEC/CM

NOTE: ARROW POINTS TO LEADING EDGE OF WWV TICK

MP-S-698

2-4

Figure 2-4. Typical WWV Waveforms With Severe Ampiitude Fading
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The oscillograms in figure 2-4 show the appearance
of rypical WWV signals (with severe amplitudefading)
on an @ UoOet 120AR Oscilloscope during a timel
comparison measurement. Note that in figure 2-4D
the WWV fick starts about 3.2 milliseconds after the
rime of sweep triggering. The time read from the
clock rime reference control in this case is 3.2 milli-
seconds ahead of the start of the received WWV tick.

2-'. HF MEASUREMENTS USING TIME
COMPARATOR UNIT.

Systems which include the @ IrztoOet ll4BR Time
Comparator permit clock tick and other outputs to
remain on-time during the time-comparison measure-
ment. The comparator permits a controlled delay to
be generated after the clock tick output. The meas-
urement procedure is similar to the basic procedure
described in paragraph 2-3 but is simplified by
comparator-generated time marks supplied to the
oscilloscope and by direct-reading delay dials on the
comparator.

During operation, the comparator switches which
adjust oscilloscope sweep time and comparator delay
are set to give a convenient oscilloscope presentation
of the WWV tick. Compararor delay dials always
indicate the delay between the clock tick and the start
(left end) of the oscilloscope sweep. The timeinterval
between the clock tick and the selected reference
point on the WWV tick is equal to rtre @ VoOel ll4BR
delay dial reading plus the interval between the start
of the oscilloscope sweep and the reference point on
the WWV tick as indicated by the intensity-modulated
time marks (figure 2-5).

The WWV tick appears to be relatively free of jitrer,
and readings can easily be made to within 10 micro-
seconds by switching to l-millisecond sweep time.
Only one cycle on the WWV tick appears on rhe oscil-
loscope at this sweep speed. As shown in figure 2-5,
intensity markers occur at intervals of 0.1 millisecond
along the base line of the sweep. The lO-microsecond
dashes on the waveform start at even 0.01 milli-
second intervals, and spaces start aTG-d 0.01 milli-
second intervals.

2.5. PHOTOGRAPHIC TICK AYERAGING.

Since random variations in the radio propagation path
cause variation in the arrival time of each WWV tick,
the accuracy of time-comparison measurements de-
pends to a large extent on the ability of the operator
to judge the time of tick arrival. Excellent results
can be obtained with a photographic averaging tech-
nique using an @ Model 1964, Oscilloscope Camera or
equivalent. A time exposure of several seconds pro-
duces an oscillogram from which the time of earliest
consistent tick arrival can easily be determined. If
the oscilloscope sweep time is accurately calibrated,
the location of the tick reference point on the oscillo-
gram can be adjusted to the chosen oscilloscope

00051-2

Figure 2-5. Waveform Interpretation
Using Time Comparator

Section II
Paragraphs 2-4 to 2-S
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A rrve swEEPs wwv B rrve swEEPs wwvH

TEN SWEEPS WWV TEN SWEEPS WWVH

MP- S - 699

Figure 2-6. Photographic Tick Averaging

reference point to determine the time-comparison
reading. Figure 2-6 shows several examplesof time-
exposure oscillograms using this technique.

2-6. tJ /V rF COmPARTSTON SYSTETnS.

A. USING ATIMEINTERVALCOUNTER. Frequency
comparison against vlf signals can be made using

the equipment shown in figure 2-1 (method A). The
method is convenient, automatic, and provides a con-
tinuous record.

B. COMPARISON AGAINST CWTRANSMISSION.ThC
National Bureau of Standards VLF station, WWVL,

broadcasts cw at 20 kcfromBoulder, Colorado. Com-
parison measurements are made by using the l-kc
output from the Model 113BR clock to start the in-
terval count, and the 20-kc carrier to stop the time
interval measurement. - The time interval counter
trigger level and slope controls permit selection of
given and repeatable points on the start and stop sig-
nals. An analog record of the time interval counter
readings gives the relative time drift of the oscillator
under test as compared to WWVL"

It is possib^le to achieve a comparisonaccuracyof one
part in 10v in less than one hour using this method.
For example: The jitter on the Model 1138R output
is less than I microsecond and time interval measure-
ment on a l-megacycle counter can be made to within

2-6

a few ppicroseconds. Since there are approximately
4 x l0Tmicroseconds in one hour, a frequency dif-
ference between the local oscillator 4nd the lf/vlf
standard transmission of one part in 109 would result
in a time drift of about 4 microseconds in an hour.
Thus, a part in 109 would be wellwithin the measure-
ment resolution of the equipment.

C. COMPARISON AGAINST ICW TRANSMISSIONS.
An example of an ICW standard broadcast trans-

mission is that of the U. S. Navy VLF station NBA,
which transmits on a carrier of 18 kc from Panama.
The carrier of NBA is keyed at a I pps repetition
rate with a 3W duty cycle. That is, the carrier is
on for 0.3 second and off for 0.7 second.

F requency comparison measurements with ICW sig-
nals can be made only during the "on" time of the
carrier. The equipment setup is the same as that
for comparison measurements with WWVL except
that the l-second tick from the Model 1138R is used
as the start signal to the time interval counter in-
stead of 1 kc. In either case, of course, the start
signal is derived from the local standard to be
calibrated.

So that comparison can be made to a given point on
the vlf carrier, the pulse from the clock is positioned
by the Time Reference Control on the clock panel to
occur in the middle or late portion of the received

00051-2
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vlf pulse (in this way, any Variations during the early
part of the vlf carrier pulse will not affect the char-
acter of the carrier cycle used to stop the time in-
terval conter). The clock pulse is then used to start
a time interval measurement on the time interval
counter. Tbe measurement will be stopped by the
point ql tlre next cycle of the vlf carrier which cor-
respods to the trigger level and slope setting of
the stop chaurel cmtr,ols on the time interval counter.

Because fre transmission, in this case, is interrupted
at l-secod intervds, time interval readings canonly
be made at a qre-per-secqrd rate. The reading rate
when cmpariso is made to a pw station such as
WWVL is limited mly by tte sample rate and speed
of the measure[rent and recording system.

Calculatim d fre frequency error of the local stand-
ard can be made as described in section III and is
htsed rpm dre time drift of the average time interval
readings.

D. USING AN OSCLLOSCOPE. Orgut" 2-2 (method
B) shows an ine4ensive system which can be

used to cornpare secondary frequency standards,
counter time base oscillators, and signal generators
against lflvlf signals.

The lflvlf signal is received and amplified through a
suitable receiver, such as the Dymec Model 5842,
aod displayed on the vertical axis of the oscilloscope.
The oscilloscope is synchronized externally from the
output, or divided output (note alternative system)
of the standard under comparison. The lf/vlf signal
must be a whole multiple of the signal used to trigger
the oscilloscope sweep.

Comparison measurements are made by positioning
the zero crossing of the wavefofin to some reference
point on the oscilloscope and observing the amount
and direction of drift over a period of time. A drift
toward the right of the screen would indicate that the
frequency of the local standard is high, whereas
a drift to the left indicates afrequencythat is too low.
Average frequency error may be calculated from the
following relationship:

Af At
fT

where Af = average frequency error
f = frequency to be calibrated

At = amount of drift during period T
T = comparison period.

Care must be taken when observing interrupted cw
broadcasts (e.g., NBA) that noise during the ,.off',
time of the signal+ is distinguished from the "on"
portion of the signal. This noise as present in rhe
receiver output is sinusoidal, approximately ttre

' Caueed primarily by circuit ringing in narrow band, higb gain
receivers.
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same frequency as the carrier signal, and can be of
sufficient amplitude to cause possible confusion.

Comparison accuracy of this technique is determined
by oscilloscope trigger stability, sweep calibration
accuracy, and the user's ability to integrate and re-
solve a t. It is not recommended that frequency
standards with acculacy requirements better than
several parts in'109 be calibrated by this merhod.

E. DYMEC MODEL5842-MlRECEIVER. TheDymec
Model 5842-Ml VLF Receiver incorporares a

time comparator assembly and is designed to make
comparisons with WWVL, without need of a separate
frequency divider or time interval counter.

As shown in figure 2-2 (method C), the 100-kc signal
from the local standard under resr is divided by a 5: I
divider to 20 kc. Thephaseof this signal is compared
to the 20-kc carrier of WWVL by means of a unique
electronic phase comparator which gives an output
directly proportional to the phase difference between
the two 20-kc signals. This proportional voltage
(50 psec = full scale) is available, after suitable
integration, at the output to drive apotentiometertype
strip chart recorder.

This system is designed forcomparisonwiththe20-kc
cw carrier of WWVL only, and provides a convenient,
automatic, and continuous comparison record. Calcu-
lation of the frequency error of the local standard is
described in section III.

The Ml conversion kit is available for field instal-
lation on the Model 5842 receiverormaybe purchased
installed in the Dymec Modet 5842-M1. For further
information, wrire: Dymec, 395 Page Mill Road,
Palo Alto, California.

F. VLF PHASE TRACKING SYSTEM. The purpose
of this type of receiver-comparator, as with the

systems discussed above, is to measure the relative
phase difference between standard broadcast vlf car-
riers and a locally-generated frequency. The Dymec
Model 2365A VLF Phase Compararor, as shown in
the simplified block diagram figure 2-2, method D,
consists of a high sensitivity super-heterodyne re-
ceiver, a phase comparator, and a servo mechanism
coupled in a closed loop to aphaseshifter. The phase
comparator generates the controlling signal for the
servo mechanism based on the systemphaserelation-
ship between a received vlf carrier and the local
standard signal so as to null out the error detected
in the phase comparator. This motion is transduced
to provide a chart record for purposes oflocal stand-
ard frequency error calculation and calibration.

Vlf systems of this type have the advantage of being
complete in themselves. No auxiliary measlrrement
equipment is required. In addition, rhey are capable
of providing phase comparison records from modu-
lated vlf signals or from interrupted cw transmissions.
The phase comparator and servo mechanism loop
are arranged so that the servo mechanism will not
drive in the absence of a suitable carrier level.

\,,
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The overall system bandwidth of rhistypeofreceiver-
comparator is determined primarily by the servo
system time constant. In the case of the Dymec
Model 2365A Phase Comparator, rhis time consrant
will be about 30 seconds, giving an equivalent band-
width of approximately 0.005 cps. The 2365A has a
receiver rf bandwidth of approximately 400cycles and
an IF bandwidth of about 80 cycles ar 3 db down.

Good pulse reproduction through the receiver for
obtaining time of day information from present vlf
transmissions requires a bandwidth of about 400 cps

Appl. Note 52

to the point of the I kc IF output. In the Dymec Model
2365A VLF Phase Comparator no narrow band filters
are introduced until full IF gain has been achieved.
At this point the 1 kc IF signal is taken from the signal
channel to provide a coherent time tick to a monitor
output jack. After this point, narrow band filters
are intrduced ro provide adjacent channel rejection
and noise reduction.

The Dymec 2365A tunes rhe enrire 14 to 30 kc vlf
band with self-contained synthesizer circuits permit-
ting comparisons to be made ar every integral
100 cps.

v

v
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FREQUENCY DETERffII NATION

3-I. DIRECT CONPUTATION IIETHOD.

Two time comparisons are required to compute the
average oscillator frequency (or average frequency
error) during the time interval berween readings.
Since precision oscillators have a nearly constant
drift rate, average frequency during a single time
interval can be considered equal to the instantaneous
frequency at the midpoint of rhe interval. Frequency
calculations can be plotted graphically as shown in
figure 3-2, to help estimate oscillator frequenry at
any given time.

Average fractional error in frequency is equal to the
fractional time error and is given by

af t2-tL
r ---T

where+ = average frequency error

,l = initial time-comparison reading

tZ = final time-comparison reading

T = elapsed time between readings.

Example: Time comparison reading at 10:00 AM on
June I is 563,060 microseconds; reading at 10:00 AM
on June 4 is 564,040 microseconds. In this case,

3.2. STOPE OF TIME-ERROR CURYE IIETHOD.

Time-comparison measurements may be plotted di-
rectly (figure 3-l), thus eliminating the routine of
daily frequency error computation. The slope of the
time-error curve equals the instantaneous oscillator
frequency error at that time.

To find oscillator frequency error, draw a smooth
curve through the daily time-comparison plots. Draw
a line tangent to the curve at the time for which the
instantaneous frequency is required. Choose a con-
venient segment of the tangenr line and divide its time
error (projection on the TIME REFERENCE scale)
by .its elapsed time (projecrion on the ELAPSED
TIME scale). The quotient (using the relationship
8.64 x 10ru microseconds = 1 day to cancel units of
measurement) is the oscillator frequency error.

ELAPSED TIME (DAYS) .."

Figure 3-1. Time Comparison Plot

Time-comparison measurements permit determina-
tion of average oscillator error during a time interval
which has already occurred. Present and future
frequency error can be estimated graphically by
extrapolation.

A simple technique can be used with rhe rime curve
to maintain oscillator frequency within specified
limits. Deteimine the slope which represents maxi-
mum allowable oscillator errer. When thetime-error
curve reaches this slope, readjust oscillatorfrequency
accordingly. See figure 3-3.

Af
f

564,040 ps-563,060 ps * I day = 
+3.8

r";n*rom-17
That is, the average oscillator error during the
period 10:00 AM on June I to 10:00 AM on June 4 (or,
assuming constant frequency drift, the instantaneous
error ai 10:00PM on June zi is f.s parts in tO9 trlgrr.

Average frequency of an oscillator during the meas-
urement interval is given by

f =f rt*tf tav nom' I '

where fav = average frequency

f-^-- = nominal oscillator frequencynom

nf-? = average frequency error.

Continuing with the example given above for an oscil-
lator with a nominal frequency of I mc,

r^.. = lo6 (l + 4) = l,ooo,ooo.oo38 cpsav loy
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Inspection of the shape of the time curve can quickly
give information on the general nature of oscillator
behavior. For example, a parabolic time curvewhich
is concave as viewed from the top indicates positive
and linear drift of oscillator frequency. The vertex
of the parabola corresponds to zero oscillator error.
See figure 3-4.

3-3. COMPARISON AGAINST YtF.

An analog plot is made of the time interval between
the local oscillator and the vlf signal as described
in section II. From this record, the drift rates may
be accurately and quickly determined. Figure 3-5
is a strip chart recording of a typical vlf comparison
of a local standard with respect to WWVL (received
at Palo Alto, California). Here we see a change in
the average value of the time interval measurements
.of 4 microseconds over a period of two hours. This
corresponds to a frequency offset in the local stand-
ard of

+ =+ =ffilsP"""intolo

The large pips are the result of WWVL identification
modulation, spaced 20 minutes apart. Chart speed
is 7-l/2 inches per hour.

The following graphs (figure 3-7) were derived from
frequency comparisons of an @ Model 103AR Quartz
Oscillator against WWVL. Time interval can be read
directly in microseconds by using the vertical scale
numbers (10 ps = 1 cm). These graphs were not
actually made on consecutive days, but were chosen
to demonstrate typical slopes and noise conditions.

From the example in table 3-1 the relationship between
WWVL and the local standard may be determined.
Hypothetical WWVL/USFS offsets are given. Assume
that the local standard is properly g4librated when
offset from the USFS by -150 x 10-ru, since this is
the amount that UT2 was offset for 1960-1961 from
USFS (see appendix II, paragraph 3).

Appl. Note 52
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Figure 3-4. Corresponding Frequency
and Time Curves
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Table 3-1. Equivalents

-n2

-t t{

-|l8

0

6

I
Plotting the data in table 3-1 to obtain figure 3-6,
we can determine the average frequency drift of the
local standard, which is approximately 0.8 x 10-10
per day in this example.

The absolute accuracy of the oscillator thus cali-
brated is dependent upon the absolute accuracy of the
standard time signal, in addition to the accuracy of
comparison. Furthermore, the stability of the local
standard will be a large factor in determining how
frequently calibration measurements should be made
and to what accuracy the absolute value of the,fre-
quency can be set.

_t{0
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r t010
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Figure'3-6. Plot of Local Standard's
trrequency Drift
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v

sEcTtoN tv
TIilIE DETERffIINATION

4-r. TNTRODUCIION.

Accurate timekeeping depends upon (a) understanding
oscillator behavior and (b) accurare time synchro-
nization with a master timing source. Oscillator
behavior, i.e., drift rate and change in drift rate,
can be determined by inspecring the frequencyortime
plots described in paragraph 4-6. Absolute synchro-
nization between two or more clocks presents a
problem which has been solved in several ways:

A. TRANSPORTING A MASTER CLOCK. Time
synchronization accuracy to about + 1 microsecond

or less can be made by transporting a master clock
to each clock station. Achieved accuracy depends
largely upon the comparison method. The rate (i.e.
the daily time gain or loss) and acceleration (i.e. the
change in rate) of the masterclockmustbe accurately
known and an appropriate correction must be made
at each clock station.

B. TWO-WAY RADIO TRANSMISSION. Time syn-
chronization accuracy as good as t 10 micro-

seconds can be made using a transponder at the clock
station. The propagation delay which the timingpulse
undergoes between the master transmitter and the
clock station can be accurately determined at the
master transmitter from the following relationship:

where t =prop

t -ttot l'r
l='prop 2

one-way propagation delay between
master transmitter and clock station

total delay at master transmitter
between transmission of timing
signal and receipt of transponder
signal

ttot -

t,1. = delaY at the transponder between
receipt of timing signal and retrans-
mission of the signal.

Time synchronization by this merhod requires special
transmitting and receiving equipment at both the
master time source and thestation requiring synchro-
nization and is therefore impractical for most time
standard systems.

C. ONE-WAY HF RADIO TRANSMISSION. Time
synchronization accuracy to * I millisecond or

less can be made using presently available standard
time signals such as those transmitted by station
WWV. With this method thepropagationdelaybetween
the transmitter and clock station must be determined
and then applied as a correction to the clock reading.

000.51-2

The principal factors which affect the propagation
delay for hf signals are (a) the great circle distance
between transmitter and receiver, (b) the transmis-
sion mode (i.e. the number of earth-ro-ionosphere
reflections between transmitter and receiver), and
(c) the virtual height of the ionospheric reflecrion
layers. A detailed discussion of distance determina-
tion is given in paragraph 4-2, transmission mode
estimation in paragraph 4-3, layer height estimation
in paragraph 4-4, and delay determination by graphic
means in paragraph 4-5.

Once the propagation delay has been determined, the
time reference control on the clock can be positioned
to allow for the delay. The l-second clock ticks are
then produced in synchronism with the transmined
master timing signal.

Example: A clock station (using oscillator-
clock-oscilloscope system) located 3100
kilometers (about 10.80 milliseconds trans-
mission delay) from WWV is required to
synchronize its clock ticks wirh the WWV
ticks as transmitted. Time-comparison
readings are taken when the zero crossing
of the second cycle of the received WWV
tick is aligned with the vertical center-line
of the crt (1 millisecond per centimeter
sweep speed); the leading edge of the re-
ceived WWV tick therefore occurs 4 milli-
seconds after the clock tick (which trig-
gers the oscilloscope). Inspection of the
smoothed curve on the time-comparison
graph shows that for a particular day, the
time reference control on the clock should
be set to 231,770 microseconds for clock-
tick coincidence with the received WWV tick.
The time reference setting for synchro-
nization with the transmitted WWV ticks on
this day is determined as follows:

Time-comparison graph

Reading correction

Transmission delay

Final dial setting

23I,77O psec

+ 4,000

- 10,800

224,970 psec

D. ONE-WAY LFIVLF RADIO TRANSMISSION. In
addition to the hf time signal s-ervices discussed

above, there are several vlf and lf stations that
broadcast time of day information. In fact, NBA at
the Panama Canal Zone and GBR and MSF at Rugby,
England (see table 1-3 for additional information) are
now coordinating their time signals with WWV and
WWVH for purposes of world:wide time synchroniza-
tion. The time ticks from these stations are main-
tained to within 0.5 to I millisecond of each other

\-.
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on the UT2 time scale. The frequency offset of this
carrier is kept as close as possible to 150 parts in
10IU below ephemeris frequency.

These lf/vlf standard broadcasts may therefore be
used in much the same way as hf standard broadcasts
to set and maintain local time. Once time is set,
these lower frequency transmissions offer the user
the advantage of very precise frequency control over
the clock oscillator. As explained in paragraph 1-3,
the accuracy of freguency transfer by vlf may be as
good as a very fewparts in 1011 in one day as com-
pared to parts in 10v for hf. Accurate time synchro-
nization, of course, depends upon both the ability
to set time locally and to maintain highly accurate
control over the clock oscillator.

l'/.'
The'principle limitation in the use of lf/vlf for rime
of i1a1r has to do with system bandwidth considerations.
Time pulses are shaped by the relatively high Q'sof the transmitter and receiver facilities so that a
high degree of resolution ontimeof daymeasurements
is more difficult than with hf. F urthermore, different
low frequency wavelengths propagate with different
phase velocities. This causes dispersion of modu-
lated vlf signals that distorts time pulses and places
another limitation on the ability to accurately cali-
brate local clocks.

With the present lf/vlf time services andthe receiving
equipment now available, time synchronization can
probably be accomplished to no better than a few
milliseconds. This is somewhat poorer than is the
case for hf where careful technique can yield time
accuracies of 1 millisecond or less. The actual
calculations for time of day from lf/vlf time ticks
must include the factors of propagation and receiving
systems delay in the same way as with lf, excepr
for the simplification made possible by the assumprion
of all grbund-wave transmissions for lt/vlf. VLF
waves propagate at about 292,000 km /sec as compared
to 278,000 lcn/sec for hf waves.

Since lf and vlf transmissions are propagated for
relatively great distances by groundwave, propagation
delay for these frequencies can usually be found di-
rectly after computing the great circle distance.

Other methods than the single-carrier, time tick kind
of time of day transmissions are being considered in
an attempt to improve the accuracy of time synchro-
nization from lf/vlf. None of these are presently in
use, and it does not seem likely that any significant
changes will be made in the near future.

4.2. GREAT.CIRCTE DISTANCE.

The great circle distance between points A and B
whose latitude and longitude are known can be rapidly
determined from the following relationship (see
figure 4-1):

4-2
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LD-r- 244

Figure 4-1. Great Circle Distance Calculation

hav D = cos LA cos Lg hav LoOg + hav (L6 tuLg)

where D = great circle distance A to B expressed
in degrees of arc

LR = latitude of A

Lg = latitude of B

toAB = difference of longitude berween A

(Lon Lp) = the difference of L6 and Lg if A and
B are on the same side of the equator
or the sum of L6 and Lg if A and B
are on opposite sides of the equator.

Note: Thehavetsineofangle 0 = l/2versine 0= l/2
(1 - cosg) = sir2 l/2 0; ilso, have'0= hav (3600- b;;
thus, hav 2100 = hav 1500.

Computations made using haversine and cosine table
in appendix III are sufficiently accurate for fnost
sky-wave propagation delay estimates. Distance
errors of as much as 10 to 20 miles contribute less
error to the delay estimate than is expected to result
from errors in estimating propagation mode and
ionospheric height. A more extensive haversinetable
permitting distance calculation to within a mile, is
given in Rowditch, American Practical Navigator,
Part II, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington
25, D. C.

Example: Find the distance between radio
station WWV (point A), 39o00rN 76051rW,
and Pal-o Alto, California (point B), 37023' N
122o.09tw.

l
"j

{
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v

I
I

I,v

Lr
Lg

LoAB

LetuLg

3gooorN

37ooor N

45o18r

1037r

:

t

log cos LO = lq5 cos 39o00r = 9.8905 - 10

log cos L" = log cos SToZSt = 9.9001 - 10

log hav LoAB = log hav 45o18r = 9,1712 - I0

8.9618 - r0
Taking antilog from haversine table, log hav
to nat hav:

antilog 8.9618 - 10 = 0.0916

hav (Lpr LU) = hav lo37r = 0.0002

0Jq"
D = arc hav 0.0918 = 350171.

Since 1l of arc = I nautical mile = l.l5l sta-
tute miles = 1.853 kilometers, then 35ol7l
= 2ll7 nautical miles = 2439 stature miles =
3923 kilomerers.

4-3. TRANSm|SSION moDE.

The ground-wave propagation path (most lf/vlf rrans-
missions and short-distance hf transmissions) closely
follows the great-circle route between the transmitter
and receiver. However, hf transmissions over a
distance of more than about 160 kilometers follow
sky-wave paths.

The maximum distance that can bespannedbya single
hop (i.e. one reflection from the ionosphere) via the
F2 layeris about4000 kilometers (figure4-2). There-
fore, the fewest number of hops between transmitter

Figure 4-2. Single-Hop Sky-Wave paths

00051-2
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and receiver is the next integer greater thanGhe
great-circle distance (in kilometers) divided by 4000.
Transmission modes with one or two more hops than
the minimum number of hops rccur frequently (figure
4-3), but modes of higher order are grearly arrenu-
ated during transmission and are of little concern.

TRANSMI TTER RECE IVER
LD-L-246

Figure 4-3. Multiple-Hop Transmission Path

Example l: Find the minimum number of
hops for a distance ot 3923 kilometers.
Solution: A one-hop F2 mode is possible
(3923: 4000 < t).

Example 2: What modes are likely ro be re-
ceived at a distance of 7687 kilometers?
Solution: Two-hop, three-hop, and four-hop
F2 modes can be expected (7687:4W >I,
but ( 2).

Useful transmissions via the E layer (daytime only)
are usually limited to one-hop modes up to a distance
of about 2400 kilometers.

Remember that some locations may receive trans-
missions from both the E and F2 layers and that
transmissions may be reflected occasionally from
layers other than the E and F2.

The following approach should improve your esrimate
of propagation delay:

1) Determine which modes are possible at your
location.

2) Tune to the highest frequency which provides
consistent reception to reduce interference from high-
order modes.

3) If several modes are being received (indicated by
multiple tick reception or rick jitter berween fairly
constant positions), select the rick with earliest
arrival time for measurements.

4) After plotting time measurements for several
weeks, either disregard measurements which are con-
spicuously out of place, or correct the measurement
to the more likely mode if the plot is mistimed by the
difference in time between possible modes.

rz !s15I

z4oo.fM ---->l 
RECEIVER I

Y
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4.4. HEIGHT OF IONOSPHERE.

Long-distance hf transmissions are usually reflecced
from the F2 layer, which varies in height from about
250 to 450 kilometers. Experience has shown that
the virtual height of the F2 layer averages about 350
kilometers (figure 4-2). Unless special studies per-
mit determination of layer height at the point of
350 kilo,meters can be used for delay estimation.

The E layer exists only duringthedaytimeat a virtual
height of about 125 kilometers (figure 4-2). One-hop
E modes may provide very steady daytime reception
at distances up to about 2400 kilometers.

4-5. DETAY DETERiIINATION.

Once the transmitter-to-receiver distance, possible
transmission modes, and layer heights have been
determined, transmission delay can be found graph-
ically from figure 4-4. The shaded area along the
F2 curve shows the possible extremes of height
variation.

As shown in the following examples, the delay for a
one-hop mode can be read directly from the trans-
mission delay graph for a given distance and layei
height.

Example 1: Find the one-hop delay for a
distance of 3923 kilometers.

Solution: Expected F2 delay is about 13.60
milliseconds. No one-hop E mode is likely
since the distance is greater than the usual
limit of 2400 kilometers for the one-hop
E mode.

Example 2: Find the one-hop delay for a
distance of. 22OO kilometers.

Solution: Expected F2 delay is about 7.90
milliseconds; expected E delay is about
7.50 milliseconds.

For a multi-hop mode, (a) determine the distance
covered by each hop, (b) find the delay for a single
hop, then (c) multiply the single-hop delay by the
number of hops to determine the total delay.

Example 3: Find the two-hop delay for a
distance of 3923 kilometers.

Solution; Each 1962-kilometer hop contrib-
utes a delay of about 7.15 milliseconds; the
total delay is 7.15 x 2 or 14.30 milliseconds.
Note that the two-hop delay for a 3923-kilo-
meter distance is 0.7 millisecond greater
than the one-hop delay for the same distance
determined in example 1 above.

00051-2
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Example 4: Find the three-hop delay for a
distance ot 7687 kilometers.
Solution: The delay contributed by each ]562-
kilometer hop is about 9.05 milliseconds; the
total delay is 0.05 x 3 or 27.15 milliseconds.

Example 5: Find the four-hop delay for a
distance of 7687 kilometers.

Solution: The delay contributed by each 1922-
kilometer hop is about 6.95 milliseconds;
the total delay is 6.95 x 4 or 27.8O milli-
seconds. Note that the four-hop delay for
7687-kilometer distance is 0.65 milliseconds
greater than the three'hop delay for the
same.distance determined in example above.

4.6. EFFECT OF FREQUENCY DRIFT ON THE
ACCUiltUtAtION OF TIISE ERRORS.

PROBLEM:
Assume it is necessary to maintain a time system to
within 10 milliseconds. Determine the maximum
number of days that the oscillator operating this
system may be left untouched if it exhibits a constant,
positive drift rate of 5 x 19-10 parts per day.

SOLUTIONT

Let E, = the error at time t

ft = the frequencY at time t

fo = the frequency at time to

f- = the design or reference frequency
' of the system (i.e. I mc)

a = the frequency drift rate

When we say that a frequency drift, a, is 5 x 10-10
parts per day, we assume that the frequency shift is
a straight line. The frequency can be expressed:

ft = fo* afrt f o

Tlt€ + f Fo

Since f1 is not equal to the reference frequency, each
cycle is a little too long or too short and the system
loses or gains time. The gain in time per cycle =
(L/tr - l/f.d. In an arbitrarily small time at, there

t
g
zuto
U
G
G

J
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are f1 At cycles and the gain in time or incremental
error A E can be expressed as the gain per cycle
times the number of cycles.

It
^E=(i_r=)f, ar

rt

Appl. Note 52

If the frequency drift is negative, the parabola is
inverted. Note that the slope of the error curve is
zero when the oscillator frequency is equal to the
reference frequency, fr. ,

Or, if the frequency drift is
equal to ft

positive and starts off

Now, going back to our specific problem, we will
maximize the time that the error is less than l0milli-
seconds if we choose the initial condition so that the
curve looks like this:

Taking the limit as

dE = (+ _

T

.ft=tq-

at+ 0

f)to,t

1)dt

Integrating, to find E
t-

E= I ti- r )dt'r

E= I !ot- JottlT

- f(fo+ 
aft'

- J --T--Ll ot - Jatr
f2oat=f-t*T-t+constant
r
fo 

^r2=1-t*T t+constant
T

Setting t = 0 we see that the constant is the initial
error which we will call Eo.

Rearranging terms, we have the general equation
ftF-tr +(*-r)t+$ (t)"_-Or,.L

Equarion (1) indicates that the total time error ar any
time is a function of four things:

l. The initial time error, Eo

2. The initial frequency, fe

3. The drift rate, a

4. The elapsed time, t.

If we plot equation(1)wefinditis a parabola: (vertical
displacement of error curves below depends on initial
value of Eo).

E

f

Eo

o

v

f

.l

dl

{

E

Eo 10

q -10
InS

E
E

f

Graph of equation
(1) for "a" posi-
tive (positive drift
rate)

Corresponding
frequency plot.
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Coincident error plots of Time and
Frequency over a I00 day period
for a pledicrcd drif( rate of 3 parts
in lOl{l/Jiv (heavv lines): lniriil
frequencv and iime offsers shown are
values for minimizins clock error at
the assumeJ drift rate over the
rimc peridl.
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Figure 4-5. Drift Rate Plots

First, let's examine t1. We can write an expression
for E1 from equarion (l)

f ^r2Et=Eo*(f-r)rr"+
T

But we note at tl:

tr =-tr"I "o

-E =E +oo

0= 2E +
o

00051-2

Section IV
Paragraph 4-6 cont,d

This equation has rwo unknowns: foandtl. Therefore,
leCs look for another equation relating these unknowns.
Note that at t1 the slope of dme curve is zero.,
Expressing this mathemarically: $ = O

Differentiating equation (l): *F = + - 1) + ar
r

f
Sercing this equal to 0 ar t1: frg - t ) + ar, = g

tf
(f -tr

'1

Rewriting (b)
f,o(i-1)=-atr (c)
T

Substituting (c) into (a) to eliminate fe o1 assuelly

t2= 4

Substituting numbers
-7

E = 10 mill' l0
o tseconds = .354- oaYs

t2=4

= 60.8 days.

What would be the answer ro the problem if the oscil:
lator drift were only half as gru.l, that is 2.5 x l0-10
parts per day?

Solution: From equation (3) t2 is proportional ro.Jl

f.o(r-- r )
t 

^r-'O = 2Eo+ ( -arl) ,f * *

2

= 2Eo - ,rL2 * "'+, -

^'r.2= 2F.-"o 2

^4E-z o-1 2

lEt,=21:o Q)r .{a

Since equation (1) is a parabola, symmetrical about r,
r, = 2r,

(b)

2x lO-ro

I xto-'o

II

-
t'l

B
I

(3)

^'12-2-

^'12T

t(f-r1t,
t

f(f-rlt,
r

IrDtrrl frrrlrrcrrr-v .__
ofl-Lt tur 3 r tri-lti

Eo
a

fi r#u.r

J
(a)
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Section IV
Paragraph 4-6 cont'd

In this problem "a" equals I/2,,a, of the first
problem. The answer equals the answer of the first
problem times

lfi =answer"Jt
t, = 60.8.[-Z = SO.O Oays.

In the first problem should the initial frequency fo
be set high or low? If f1 = 1 mc, what should thE
initial frequency be?

Solution: From equation (c)

-1=atl

=f (1-at-)il r'

Substituting tI = 2

tE-
= fr (r - a2.J+ )

,]=.10\ .964
="L-, 1s x ro-10 ;

Appl. Note 52

r - I52* 10-10,

to
Fr
fo

that is, the initial frequency, fe, should be set low
by 152 parts in 10ru.

It should be kept in mind that once a predicted drift
rate has been established and the clock offset to
mihimize rhis error over a period of rime, any drift
rate other than this will create considerably more
time error. This applies to drift rates less than that
predicted, as well as rhose grearer. This relationship
is correlated in figure 4-5. In this example, pre-
dicted frequency drift is assumedrobet* 19:l0'pirrs
per day, illustrated graphically by the heavy solid
line; therefore, the initial frequency is offset -150
parts in 10lu to minimize the error over the 100 day
period. Drift is further assumed to be linear over
this period. The initial time offset of approximately
16 milliseconds will minimize the effbcts of this
predicted drift over the 100 day period.

The drift rate of I,2,4, and 5 partsin t010 are plofted
to show how time erroris affectedwhen oscillator oer-
formance differs from that predicted after setuptor
minimum time error.

=fr(1 -z@l

Eo
T
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SECTION Y

STABILITY AND SPECTRAL PURITY IN FREQUENCY

Section V
Paragraphs 5-1 to 5-3

4 '
STAN DARDS I

5.I. INTRODUCTION.

The need for a frequency source having good long-
term stability and capable of providing a pure signal
in the microwave region has become more pressing.
For instance, microwave spectroscopy and atomic
frequency standards require stable, pure signals in
order to excite transitions between various energy
states. Communication systems giving good signal
to noise ratios use extremely narrow bandwidths re-
quiring stable, narrow band signals.

An excellent way to get these stable, pure microwave
signals is by multiplying the output of a megacycle
region frequency. The stability and spectral purity
of the frequency standardoutputmust be of high quality
to obtain a good narrow spectrumaftermultiplication.

Some of the considerations and techniques involved
in the design of a quartz oscillator which meets the
requirements of spectral purity as well as long- and
short-term stability are discussed here.

5.2. FACTORS AFFECTING IONG. AND
SHORT-TERM STABITITY.

The quality and environment of the oscillator quartz
crystal are the most important things in achieving
good long-term stability. Modern AT cut resonatofq
iegularly show aging raies less than +5 parts in 1010
per day. To achieve this stability, power dissipated
in the crystal by the oscillator must be very low and
extremely constant. A typical figure for frequency
change due to drive level change is about 10-v per
db at I pw drive level. For this reason, a high-
performance AGC system is required, since, ifpower
level changes with time, the frequency will also
change with time and both long- and short-term sta-
bility will be degraded.

Since the resonant frequency of the quartz crystal
will change if its operating temperature changes, the
crystal must be housed in a good oven. Any aging
effect which causes the oven temperature to change
with time can be a source of long-term drift, which
increases sharply with greater deviation of oven
temperature from the crystal's zero coefficient tem-
perature. In addition, frequency changes which result
from any short-term variations in oven temperature
represent decreased short-term stability. Precise
control of oven temperature is therefore essential
to stability--both long-term and short-term.

I Material derived from a paper by Len Cuder entirled, "A Fre-
quency Standard of ExcepddEl Spectral Purity and Long-Term
Stability" delivered before the IRE in March, 1961.
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The elements in the oscillator directly associated
with the crystal must have good long-term stability
and in some cases, should be included in the oven
along with the crystal. Such things as series capaci-
tors, coarse tuning control and, if the oscillator is
transistorized, the oscillator transistor itself are
among these items.

Particular attention must also be given in designing
the basic oscillator so the voltage coefficient of fre-
quency will be low. In addition, supply voltages should
be well regulated. Special care should be taken to
minimize stray coupling and undesirable feedback
which can introduce elements of very unstable phase
angle and even cause changes in crystal power level.

5-3. TECHNIQUES FOR OBTAINING
SPECTRAT PURITY.

Even a very crude oscillator will have a reasonably
good spectrum at the frequency of oscillation. The
spectrum rapidly degrades with frequency multiplica-
tion, however, so that it is necessary to start out
with an extremely good spectrum in order to have a
good one when multiplying up tothemicrowaveregion.

If the frequency multipliers used are broadband, an
expression for the spectrum of the multiplied signal
may be given in terms of the ratio of total power in
the observed sidebands to the carrier power. This
ratio goes up as the square of the multiplication
factor and may be written as follows:

Pn 2 PoN

E =; 4*
where PN = total sideband power in the multiplied

Irequency

PS = carrier Power

Po* and Po, = initial (before multiplication) sideband
and signal powers

The above formula is only valid if PN/PS is very
much smaller than unity.

As a numerical example, consider an oscillator at
1 mc with noise phase modulation covering a rectan-
gular band of 10 kc. The sidebands will occupy a
20 kc band centered about the oscillator frequency.
Assume that the total sideband power is down 80 db
from the oscillator signal so th;t PoN/PoS = f0-8.

By the time the signal is multiplied to I gc, Py/P5
= l0'2, which is already a poor spectrum. Frequency
multiplication to a higher frequency will result in a
very rapid increase of P5/Pg and spreading of the
spectrum.

!
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Paragraph 5-4

A simple way to improve this situation is to put the
oscillator signal through a narrow bandpass filter
before multiplication. Assume the filter is centered
at 1 mc andhasarectangularpassband20 cycles wide.
Total sideland power in the ourput of the filter will
now be 103 dmes smaller, so thar PeN/PoS = 19-11
and multiplication to I gc will give PN/PS = 10-5,
which is still a fairly good spectrun. Therefore, in
order to have a narrow spectrum with goodsignal-to-
noise ratio after high-order frequency multiplication
the initial signal-to-noise ratio must be very good
and/or a narrow band filter must be used between the
oscillator and the frequency multiplier.

Even though an oscillator may produceanoutputwhich
has a very small noise sideband width, the bandwidths
and noise levels of the amplifiers necessary for fre-
quency multiplication add a noise contribution to the
signal which is significant. This additive noise can
be broken into two components, one an effectivephase
modulation of the signal and the other an effective
amplitude modulation. The phase modulation can be
treated as previously discussed and leads to the same
degradation of the multiplied frequency spectrum.
The effective amplitude modulation causes additional
phase modulation, indistinguishable from true phase
modulation. An oscillator which operates at a low
power level in order to achieve good long-term sta-
bility will require a great amount of amplification in
the multiplication process. It is apparent, therefore,
that such oscillators will not in general, have good
power spectra after being amplified and then multi-
plied to the microwave region, unless the frequency
multiplier is preceded by a very narrow band filter.

It should be mentioned that coherent signal phase
modulation, such as that due to the primary power

--l

I pROpORlrOr,rlr-t-v

I CoNTROLLE0
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supply, is handled in exactly the same manner as noise
phase modulation described above, except that there
are a discrete number of sidebands present instead
of a continuous distribution. The sideband p0wer-to-
carrier power ratio can still be statd as in the
formula given above.

s-4. DEStcN OF@OrOntz osctrrAroR.
The @ Models 103AR and 104AR Quarrz Oscillators
are designed to achieve good long- and short-term
stability over a wide range of ambient environmental
conditions. In addition, the Model 104AR is designed
to produce a 5 mc signal of extreme spectral purity
as shown in figure 5-1.

Approximole width due lo frequency
f luctuotion is, < 2xlO-lo
Signol-lo-noise rolio, Ps/Pp, os meosured
in o 6 cps bondwidth, is: 23db ot I 0 GC,
43db ot I GC,63db ot IOO MC.

50 cps

Figure 5-1. Typical Spectral Purity,
@ vooet 1o4AR

Circuitry and components are identical in the Models
103AR and 104AR (see figure 5-2), with rhe exception
of additional circuitry associated with the 5 mc out-
put in the Model 104AR.

IOOKC qJTPUT
(FoR DRrvrr{c +1p- r l3eR cuocxt

5MC OUTPUT(-lp- IO4AR ONLY)

v

rMc
XT

I

L_
I

____J
{

{

OUTPUT

TTPLIFI TR

REGEIIER ATI VT

FA I L- SAFE

DIl/IDiR

OUTPUT

ATPLIFI ER

5-2

Figure 5-2. Block Diagram, @ VoOets 103AR and 104AR
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The oscillator crystal is an AT cut with zero tem-
perature coefficieng at about 65oC. The Q is ap-
proximately 2 x l0o and dre power dissipated in tlre
crystal is about 0.2 microwatt. The proportionally-
controlled double oven, housing the crystal, oscil-
lator transistor and reactance elements maintains
temperature within 0.01qC over an ambient tem-
perature range of f to Sfc. The Models 103AR
and 104AR are completely transistorized for low
power consumption and reliability.

The modified Pierce-type oscillator feeds an agc
amplifier and rectifier. Those circuits serve to
maintain the low oscillator operating level at a con-
stant value and also act as a buffer amplifier. Fol-
lowing is a I mc buffer amplifier which provides a

I r lO-9

lxlO-lo

lx lo-ll

Section V
Paragraph 5-4 cont'd

I mc sine-wave output. I mc is also taken from the
agc amplifier and divided to 100 kc by a fail-safe
regenerative divider. Two 100-kc sine-watle outputs
are then provided through separate buffer amplifiers,
so that heavy loading of an output will not affect the
other outputs. In the Model 104AR, lmcis taken from
the agc amplifier, multiplied to 5 mc, and filtered
with a crystal filter having a bandwidth of 50 cycles
per second. This spectrally-pure signal is provided
through a buffer amplifier to an output connector.

Figure 5-3 gives an indication of the stability per-
formance that may be expected of a typical Model
103AR or l04AR, with frequency multiplication into
the microwave region.

te
tEo
3

o.or o. r

AVERAGING TIME _SECONOS

Figure 5-3. Representative Stabiiity Curves with Block Diagram Setup for
@ ruloAet 103AR and 104AR Oscillators
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Paragraphs I to 4

APPENDIX I

TIIIE

}

F

l. tNTRODUCTIOIT|.

Through the years much effort has been devoted
toward finding a measurement reference form which
a uniform time scale could be esrablished. Until
very recently, the reference used was the rotation
of the earth about its axis with respect to the sun.
A unit of time derived from observations of the ap-
parent movement of the sun will obviously be a
constant value only if the sun reappears over a fixed
point of observation at uniform intervals. As man
has increased the precision with which astronomical
observations can be made it has been found that the
rotation of the earth does not represent a uniform
time scale. Even after all possible corrections are
made for the known regularvariations inthemeasure-
ment conditions there still remains secular and
irregular variations in the rotational speed of the
earth which cause corresponding changes in this type
of time scale. For this reason the unit of time now
adopted as fundamental is based on the orbital motion
of the earth rather than its rotation and is therefore
tied to gravitational phenomena. This appears to
give a uniform reference. The purpose of this ap-
pendix is to discuss in some detail our national
standards of time in the context of their historical
develolrment. The means by which these standards
are made available to interested users is also
presented.

2. APPARENT SOTAR TIME.
An apparent solar day is dependent upon the position
of the sun. Measurements made with a sun dial, for
example, would give apparent time, since it would
be in terms of the actual relative position of the sun.
If the earth's orbit were a perfect circle and lay in
the plane of the equator, the length of an apparent day
would remain constant throughout the year.

Of course, the earth's orbit is
elliptical, and the orbital plane

with-the plane of the equator; it is at an angle of
23.50 to it. Because of this, apparent days viry in
length. (The orbital speed of an object whose path
describes an elliptic is consrantly changing. The
earth, as viewed from the sun, moves faster along
that part of the orbit nearest the sun than at other
times. Figure I shows how this affects solar meas-
urements.) The amounr by which the length of ap-
parent days differ from the mean is called the equa-
tion of time. It has its maximum value early in
November when the difference is about 16 minuies.

3. ffTEAN SOLAR TIIIE.

Mean solar time is simply apparent time averaged
to eliminate variations due to orbital eccentricity ind
the tilt of the earth's axis. A mean solar day is the
average of all the apparent days in the year and a
mean solar second is equal to a mean solar day di,
vided by 86,400. As a fundamenral unit of time the
mean solar second is inadequate because it is still
tied to the rotation of the earth which is now known
to be non-uniform.

4. UNIYERSAT TIffIE.

As with mean solar time, Universal Time (UT) is
based on the rotation of the earth about its axis; the
units UT were chosen so that on the average, local
noon would occur when the sun was on the local
meridian. UT, thus defined, made the assumption
that the rotation of the earth was constant and that
it would, therefore, be a uniform time scale. It is
now known that the rotation of the earth is subject
to periodic, secular, and irregular variations, and
universal time is naturally subject to these same
variations. When uncorrected, the units of universal
time are equivalent to the mean solar second, and
are identified as a time scale by the designation UT0.

Correction to UTOhasled to two sub"equenttuniversal
time scales: UTI and UT2. UTI recognizes rhat the
earth is subject to polar motion. The effect of this
polar motion is to give an error to any uncorrected
measurement of the earth's angular rotation. Figure
2 illustrates rhis. UTl, then, is a lime scale based
on the true angular rotation'of theearthabout its axis.

The UT2 time scale is UTl with an additional cor-
rection for seasonal variations in the rotation of the
earth: These variations are apparently caused by
seasonal displacement of matter over the earth,s
surface, such as changes in the amount of ice in
the polar regions as the sun moves from southern
hemisphere to northern and back again through the
year. This cyclic redistribution of mass acts on the
earth's rotation since it amounts to seasonal changes
in its movement of inertia.

not circular, it is
does not coincide

POS tTroN
r oF EARTH

\
\

"i'|

----V
Figure 1. Exaggerated presentadon of earth's orbital

motion shows varying effect on apparent solar day.
Point on earth represents a given meridian.
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The time scale in widest use roday is UT2. It repre-
sents the mean angular motion of the earth, freed of
periodic variations, but still affected by irregular
variation and secular variation. The units now pro-
vided by standard broadcasr srations (WWV, WWVH,
NBA and others) are in substantial agreement with
the current value of rhe unit of UT2.

Figure 2. Polar motion changes rhe apparent
position of a fixed point of observation with
respect to a distant celestial body. Thus,
the amount of angular rotation required to
bring a star directly over the local meridian
will not be constant. UTI time is corrected

for polar motion.

5. EPHEMERIS TI'UIE.

As discussed, the rotation of the earth on its axis
does not take place at a constant rate and, as a result,
time units derived from it donotprovidean invariable
standard. Even when all possible corrections have
been made, an insurmountable uncertainty still re-
mains since the rate of rotation of theearth fluctuates
unpredictable. (These irregular changes are thoughr
to be due to readjustmenrs in the interior of the globe
that produce small changes in diameter.) Further-
more, the earth is known to be slowing in its angular
rate in a secular manner due to tidal friction. This
change amounts to about a millisecond per century
and, since it is secular, does not lend itself to cor-
rection in uniform time units.
The search for a uniform time unit has led astron-
omers to define an additional kind of time called
Ephemeris Time (ET). Ephemeris rime is astro-
nomical time based on the motion of the earth about
the sun. It is obtained in practice from observations
of the motion of the moon abourtheearth. In October,
1956, the Internarional Comftittee of Weights and
Measures defined the second of ET as the fraction
l/3I,556,925.9747 of the tropical year for January 0,
1900 at 12 hours ephemeris time. The tropical year
for the moment of 12 hours, January 0, 1900, is the
length the tropical year would be if the sun continued
at its apparent instantaneous rate, corrected for
orbital eccentricity and nutation of the earth's axis.

The second of ET, thus defined, appears to fulfill
the requirements for an invariable unit of time and
has replaced the second of UT as the fundamental
unit. (Universal time is rhe time by which we live,
however, and the broadcast frequencies of standard
stations are set so as to establishaunit in substantial
agreement with the current value of UT2. This is
covered in more detail in the paragraphs on standard
frequency broadcasts, appendix II).

i-2
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Tables published by Simon Newcomb ar the end of the
19th century gave the position of the sun for regular
intervals. These i4tervals, unril recently, were
thought to be in terrn's of UT. It is now recognized
that ET is the acrual scale and the tables may there-
fore be used as the basis for measuring ET. In other
words, the ephemeris time scale places celestial
bodies in repeatable astronomical relationships to
each other year after year. That this is not true for
universal time can be seen from the fact that time
kept in UT2 units since 1900 would now be slow by
approximately 30 seconds with respect to the uniform
ET scale.

As mentioned, ET is obtained in practice by observing
the motion of the moon about the earth. Lunar position
tables have been constructed in conformity with the
internationally adopted solar ephemeris and permit
the determination of ET directly from theobservation
of the moon.

Because of the difficulty of making precise measure-
ments of the posirion of the moon, except by obser-
vations made for a fairly long time, the delay in the
determination of ET to any useful degree of accuracy
is on the order of several years.

6. ATOmtC TttlE.
Atomic time is the uniform time of physics, based
on transitions of quantum mechanics. Atomic time
appears to be independent of external variable influ-
ences and in close agreement with ET, although it is
not yet certain that ET and AT areequivalent. Meas-
urements with a cesium-beam resonator have estab-
lished the relationship between its transition frequency
and the second of ET to a fair degree of accuracy.
The best value presently available is 9,192,691,710
+ 20 cycles per second of ET. To the extent that this
indicated relationship holds invariant, atomic Eime
double-checked over the years against ET, can be
used to maintain national standards. The advantage
is that it is much more readily observable than ET.
Cesium-beam standards at the Naval Research Lab-
oratory and at the National Physical Laboratory are
being used in a cooperarive program with the U.S.
naval Observatory for the accurate determination of
Ephemeris time.

For the present, the assumption is made that exactly
9,192,63I,770 cycles of a cesium-beam standard is
equal to the ephemeris second. Theatomictime scale
thus defined is identified as A.l.

7. SIDEREAT TI'NE SCAtE.
For some applications it is desirable to have a time
scale that takes as its reference the relative'posirion
of the stars with respect to the rotation of the earth.
Time defined in this manner is called sidereal time.

A sidereal day is strictly defined as the interval
between two successive transits of the first point of
Aries (a northern consrellation) over the upper meri-
dian of anyplace. Inotherwords, itis the period of ro-
tation of the earth obtained by observationofthe stars

\-l
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and with reference to the stars. By way of compar-
ison, a mean solar day is also obtained in practice
from observations of the stars, but the measurement
of rotation is referenced to the sun.

A sidereal day contains 24 sidereal hours, each
having 60 sidereal minutes of 60 sidereal seconds.
In mean solar time a sidereal day is about 23 hours,
56 minutes, and 4.09 seconds. The time difference
in the two days is due to the earth's motion about the
sun and the influence of this motion on the apparent
position of the sun among the stars. What happens
is that during the course of day, orbital motion causes
the sun to appear to move a linle to the east among
the stars. Even if the earth did not rotate, the sun
would appear to move eastward completely around
the earth during one period of the earth's orbit. The
effect of this apparent motion is that the day referenced
to the sun is about 4 minutes longer than the day
referencedto the stars (see figure 3). For the same
reason, a solar year will contain 366,24+ sidereal
days, or one morethanthenumberof mean solar days.

SIDEREAL TIME
REFERENCE

Appendix I
Paragraph 8

units.* Or, in another way, the ratio of its units
compared to the units of mean solar time must be
as 366.24 is to 365.24. This is why an @ VoOel tf3e
Clock will indicate sidereal time when driven from a
stable frequency source ot 1O0.27379 kc and solar
time when the source is 100 kc.

E. DEFINING T}IE SOTAR AND SIDEREAI YEAR
FROII ASTRONO'lIICA! RELATIONSHIPS.

The solar (or tropical) year is a measure of the
period of the earth's orbit as defined by observation
of the time from vernal equinox to vernal equinox.
Vernal equinox occurs about March 21 and isthe time
when the sun moves from the southern tothe northern
hemisphere in its apparent motion along the ecliptic:
The ecliptic is the great circle formed by the inter-
section of the earth's orbital plane with the earth.
It is along this great circle-intersecting the equator
at about 23.50 that the sun appears to move in a
direction opposite to the earth's actual motion about
the sun. One period of the ecliptic, then, is one
solar year. See figure 4. A solar year is presently
equal, in mean solar time, to 365 days, 5 hours,
48 minutes and 45.5 seconds, or in decimal form
365.24219879 mean solar days.

Because the solar year by which we reckon time is
365 days plus a fraction, corrections must be made
to our calendar at various times in order to make it
correspond with the sun.

A sidereal year is a measure of the exact period of
revolution of the earth around the sun. It is the true
time interval required for the earth to move from a
position of alignment with a given star as seen from
the sun to the same position of alignment again. This
is illustrated in figure 5.

A sidereal year contains 365.25636042 mean solar
days. Compared to the solar, or tropical, year of
365.242L9879 mean solar days, the sidereal year is
the longer by about 20 minutes. The reason for this
is that the solar year is based not on the period of
the earth with respect to a fixed point on the orbit,
but on the vernal equinox. Since the equinoxes are
subject to precession, the point at which the sun
appears to move from the southern to the northern
hemisphere does not occur at preciselythesamepoint
on the orbital path from year to year. Therefore it
follows that the solaryearwilldifferfromthe sidereal
year. Since the precession is westward, equinox
occurs sooner than it would if there were no motion
of precession. This causes the solar year to be
shorter than the sidereal year by about 20 minutes.

I Mean sidereal time differs from apparent sidereal dme because
of the nodding or nutation of the earrh's axis. This difference

has a maximum velue of only about a second and changes on a daily
basis amount to a hundredth of a second or so. Sidereal time is not
influenced, however, by the orbital motion of the earth, since the
aters that are observed are so distant that their apparent positions
do not vary as the eerth moveq abolt the sun. Because the differ-
ences between mean and appalent sidereal dme are so small,
sidereal time is the 6cale generdly used by astronomers.

,oao" ,,ua 1
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Figure 3. Length of solar day is referencedto
the sun. The effect of orbital motion, there-
fore, is to lengthen the solar dayoverwhat
it would be if the earth were fixed in po-
sition. Since sidereal time is referenced
to distant stars, orbital motion is of no con-
sequence and the length of the sidereal day
is not influenced by the motion of the earth
about the sun. .Thecumulativeeffectof this
is that in a year's time theearthwhen ref-
erenced to the sun appears tomake one less
revolution than when referenced to a

distant star.

A clock keeping time in sidereal units must, in the
course of a tropical year, indicate the passage of
one day more than it would indicate in mean solar

(--<
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Figure 4. Illustration shows path of ecliptic traced by position of sun as earth moves abour it.
Equinoxes are those points where ecliptic intersects the equator.
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F igure 5. Precession of the equinoxes causes solar year to be about 20 minutes shorter than sidereal year.
That is, the westward motion of the equinoctial points makes the measurement of ayear based on

the vernal equinox shorter than it would be if there were no precession.
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Appl. Note 52

r. UNITED STATES FREQUENCY STANDATD.

The United States Frequency Standard is maintained
at the Boulder Laboratories National BureauofStand-
ards. It consists of the weighted average of the out-
puts of several actual oscillators and resonators. In
practice, the Bureau uses devices that represent the
best available at any current state of the frequency
control arr. Prior to October 9, 1957, the value of
the USFS was maintained as constant as possible with
respect to the UT2 second as determined by the U.S.
Naval Observatory. It is presently maintained with
respect to atomic frequency standards, which are
compared with other atomic standards and with
astronomical observations.

Since January 1, 1960, the value of the U.S.Frequency
Standard has been converted to bring it more closely
into agreement with the scale of ET as it is now known.
As before, atomic standards provide the acrual working
reference scale on the basis of certain assumed
atomic frequency and ephemeris time relationships.
At presenr 100,000.000 periods of the USFSareheld
equal to 9,192,631,770 periods of cesium-beam oscil-
ladons. The absoluteaccuracyof theUSFS can, there-
fore, be described as equal to theaccuracywith which
the frequency of an atomic standard can be stated per
second of ET plus the intercomparison accuracy of
the several atomic standards used. As stated previ-
ously, the best value now available for an atomic
standard is the transition frequency ofacesium-beam
resonator. The value ot 9,192,631,770 *20 cycles
oscillations per secolrd of ET amounts to an accuracy
of *.22 part; in t010. tne continuing program being
carried on by the Naval Research Laboratory and the
Naval Observatory for checking the cesium-beam
standard against astronomical observations should,
in the course of several years, result in an improve-
ment in the precision with which the value of atomic
oscillations can be stated per unit of ET.

Perhaps, the stabiliry of the United States Frequency
Standard is even more important to users of informa-
tion derived from it than its "absolute" accuracy in
terms of the uniform ephemeris time scale. Accept-
ing the present limitations on the USFS accuracy due
to the remaining uncertainty in the cesium transition
frequency per second of ET, its usefulness as a
national reference depends upon the stability with
which it can be maintained. At present, the USfS
is held constant within less than a part in 1010.

2. STANDARD BROADCASTS.

Standard broadcast srations are in operation through-
out the world for the purpose of making available
national standards of rime and frequency. In the

00051-2
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Paragraphs I to 3

United States, the Bureau of Standards and the Navy
operate standards stations whose frequencies are
maintained as constant as possible with respect to
the United States Frequency Standard. Unavoidable
variations in the broadcast frequencies do occur, and
for this reason, monthly tables are published which
give the amount of these variations with respect to
the USFS. Tvpical variations are on the order of a
few parrs in iblO from one day to the nexr with 1 or
2 parts in 1010 being a common figure. The stability
and accuracy of standard broadcast frequenciefin
the U.S. with respect tothe USFSareconstantlybeing
improved.

Note that stability and accuracy figures given for
standard broadcast frequencies are with relation to
national standards and can be related to fundamental
units (the second of ET) only within the limits of
accuracy and stability of the national standards
themselves.

3. CANRIER OF;SEI.

The various frequencies of all the standard broadcast
stations in the U.S. are offset from the United States
Frequency Standard. That is, the broadcast fre-
quencies are based on the value oftheUSFS--or some
multiple of sub-multiple of it--minus a fixed amount
of offset. To see the reason for rhis, it must be
remembered that the USFS is based on a uniform
time scale while the time by which we live is a variable
scale. Our lives in general are governed by the
rotation of the earth and the various time intervals,
such as hours, days, and years, that are defined in
terms of that rotation.

Since the USFS is presently maintained by atomic
standards in terms of oscillations per second of ET,
agreement with other time scales whose units differ
from that of the second of ET must be represented
by oscillations offset from the USFS by an amount
proportional to the difference intheunits of time used.

Carrier frequencies of the U.S. ^Standard stations
are now offset by -130 parts in 1010which establishes
a unit in substantial agreement with the current value
of the unit of UT2. In other words, time signals
locked to a f4equency offset from the USFS by -130
parts in t010 ire in units that agree closely with
the UT2 unit. Since UT2 is not an invariable time
scale, the relation of its units to the uniform unit of
ET will change. Conformity of thestandardbroadcast
frequencies and time signals with the unit of UT2
will be accomplished by changes in .the amount of
offset. The last change .in the amount of offset
occurred January I, 1962: Twq years prior to this
date offset *"" -i50'p"rts in 1010."

APPETDIX II
NATIONAL STANDARDS OF TIME AND FREQUENCY

4
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Appendix II
Paragraph 4

4. TtmE CORRECT|ONS.

Even with offset determined very precisely, cumulative
time errors (in terms of the UT2 scale) do occur in
the time of day information broadcast by some of the
standard stations. These errors are corrected by
step adjustments in the time signals to bring them
into closer correspondence with actual UT2 time.

Appl. Note 52

The- adjustments, if required, will ordinarily be made
on January lst of each year. However, a st-ep adjust-
ment will be made at announced dates whenever the
broadcast dme discrepancy exceeds +30 ms. These
adjustments do not influence the units of UT2, however,
which are established by the value of the broadcasi
frequency and irc offset from the United States Fre-
quency Standard.

\-/
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APPENDIX III
TABTES

TABLE 1. EQUryALENTS

1 day = 8. 64 x 107 milliseconds
= 8.64 x 1010 microseconds

1' of arc on surface of earth = 1 nautical mile

= 1. 151 statute miles

= 1. 853 kilometers

10 of arc on surface of earth = 60 nautical miles

= 111. 195 kilometers

l kilometer = 0.62L4 statute miles

F

:
F
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Appendix 111

TABLE 2. LOGARITHMS OF COSINE FITNCUO}.I
(0oto45o)

Note: Append -10 to each logarithm

Appl. Note 52

o 0r 10' 20, 30' 40' 50' 60'

0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
t2
13
t4
15
16
17
L8
19
20
2r
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
4l
42
43
44

0.0000
9.9999
9.9997
9.9994
9.9989
9.9983
9. 99?6
9.9968
9.9958
9.9946
9.9934
9.9919
9.9904
9.9887
9.9869
9.9849
9.9828
9. 9806
L9782
9.9757
9.9?30
9.9702
9.9672
9.9640
9.9607
9.9573
9.953?
9.9499
9.9459
9.9418
9.9375
9.9331
9.9284
9. 9236
9.9186
9.9134
9. 9080
9.9023
9. 8965
9.8905
9.8843
9.8778
9.8711
9.8641
9.8569

0. 0000
9.9999
9.9997
9.9993
9.9989
9. 9982
9.99?5
9.9966
9. 9956
9.9944
9.9931
9.991?
9. 9901
9.9884
9.9866
9.9846
9.9825
9. 9802
9.977 8
9.9752
9.9725
9.9697
L 9667
9.9635
9.9602
9. 956?
9.9530
9.9492
9.9453
9.9411
9.9368
9.9323
L5276
9.9228
9 - 9t77
9.9125
9.9070
9.9014
9.8955
9.8895
9.8832-
9.876?
9.8699
9.8629
9.8557

0.0000
9.9999
9.9996
9.9993
9. 9988
9.9981
9.99?3
9. 9964
9.9954
9.9942
9.9929
9.9914
9.9899
9.9881
9.9863
9.9843
9.9821
9.9?98
9.977 4
9.9748
9.972L
9.9692
9.9661
9.9629
9.9596
9.9561
9.9524
9. 9486
9.9446
9.9404
9.9361
9.9315
9.9268
9.9219
9.9169
9.9116
9.9061
9.9004
9.8945
9.8884
9.8821
9.8756
9.8688
9.8618
9.8545

0. 0000
9.9999
9.9996
9. 9992
9.9987
9. 9980
9.9972
9.9963
9. 9952
9.9940
9.9927
9.9912
9.9896
9.9878
9. 9859
9.9839
9.981?
9.9794
9.9??0
9. 9?43
9. 97 16
9.968?
9.9656
9.9624
9.9590
9. 9555
9.9518
9.94?9
9.9439
9. 939?
9.9353
9.9308
9.9260
9.9211
9.9160
9.9107
9.9052
9.8995
9. 8935
9. 8874
9.8810
9.8745
9.86?6
9. 8606
9. 8532

0.0000
9- 9998
9.9995
9.9991
9.9986
9.99?9
9.9971
9.9961
9. 9950
9. 9938
9.9924
9.9909
9.9893
9. 9875
9. 9856
9. 9836
9.9814
9.9790
9. 9?65
9. 9739
9.9711
9.9682
9. 9651
9.9618
9.9584
9. 9549
9.9512
9.94?3
9.9432
9.9390
9. 9346
9.9300
9.9252
9.9203
9.9151
9.9098
9.9042
9.8985
9.8925
9. 8864
9. 8800
9. 8733
9.8665
9.8594
9.8520

9. 9999
9.9998
9.9995
9.9990
9.9985
9.9977
9. 9969
9.9959
9.9948
9.9936
9.5922
9.9907
9.9890
9.9872
9. 9853
9. 9832
9. 9810
9.9?86
9. 9761
9.9?34
9.9706
9.9677
9.9646
9. 9613
9.9579
9.9543
9. 9505
9.9466
9.9425
9.9383
9.9338
9-9292
9.9244
9.9194
9.9L42
9.9089
9.9033
9.8975
9.8915
9. 8853
9. 8789
9.8722
9.8653
9.8582
9.8507

9. 9999
9. 999?
9. 9994
9. 9989
9.9983
9.99?6
9. 9968
9. 9958
9.9946
9.9934
9.9919
9.9904
9.9887
9. 9869
9. 9849
9. 9828
9.9806
9.97 82
9.9757
9.9?30
9.9702
9.9672
9.9640
9.960?
9.9573
9. 9537
9. 9499
9. 9459
9.94r8
9.93?5
9.9331
9.9284
9.9236
9.9186
9.9134
9.9080
9. 9023
9. 8965
9.8905
9.8843
9.8778
9.8711
9.8641
9. 8569
9.8495
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Appl. Note 52

TABLE 2. LOGARIIHIIIS OF COSINE FUNCTION (Cont'd)
( 45o to 90o )

Note: Append -10 to each logarithm

Appendix III

v

\t

r
F

F

)

o 0r 10' 20' 30' 40' 50' 60'

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
01
62
63
64
65
66
6?
68
69
70
7t
72
?3
74
75
76
77
?8
?9
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

9.8495
9.8418
9. 8338
9.8255
9. 8169
9.8081
9. ?989
9. 7893
9. 7?95
9.7692
9. ?586
9.7 476
9. ?361
9.7242
9.7118
9. 6990
9.6856
9.6716
9. 6570
9.6418
9.6259
9.6093
9.5919
9. 5736
9. 5543
9. 5341
9. 5126
9. 4900
9. 4659
9.4403
9. 4130
9. 3837
9.3521
9.3179
9.2806
9.2391
9.1943
9. 1436
9.0859
9.0192
8.9403
8. 8436
8.7188
8. 5428
8.2419

9.8482
9.8405
9.8324
9.8241
9. 8155
9. 8066
9.79?3
9.7817
9.1718
9. ?675
9. ?568
9.7 457
9.7342
9.7222
9. ?09?
9. 6968
9. 6833
9. 6692
9. 6546
9.6392
9. 6232
9.6065
9. 5889
9.5704
9.5510
9.5306
9.5090
9.4861
9. 4618
9.4359
9. 4083
9.3786
9. 3466
9.3119
9.27 40
9.2324
9.1863
9.1345
9.0?55
9. 0070
8. 9256
8.8251
8. 6940
8. 5050
8. 1627

9.8469
9.8391
9.8311
9.8227
9.8140
9. 8050
9. 795?
9.7861
9. 7?61
9.7657
9. 7550
9.7 438
9.7322
9.720t
9.70?6
9.6946
9.6810
9. 6668
9.6521
9. 6366
9.6205
9. 6036
9.5859
9. 5673
9.5477
9.5270
9. 5052
9.4821
9.4576
9.4314
9. 4035
9. 3734
9. 3410
9. 3058
9.2614
9.2251
9.1?81
9. L252
9. 0648
8. 9945
8. 9104
8. 8059
8. 667?
8. 4637
8. 0658

9.8457
9.8378
9.829?
9.8213
9. 8125
9. 8053
9.7941
9.7844
9.1744
9. ?640
9.7531
9. ?419
9.7302
9.7181
9. ?055
9.6923
9. 6787
9. 6644
9. 6495
9.6340
9.617?
9.6007
9.5828
9.5641
9.5443
9.5235
9. 5015
9.478r
9. 4533
9.4269
9.3986
9. 3682
9. 3353
9.2597
9. 2606
9.2L7 6
9. 169?
9.1157
9.0539
8.9816
8. 8946
8.785?
8. 6397
8. 4179
?.9408

9.8444
9. 8365
9. 8283
9.8198
9.8111
9.8020
9. 7926
9. 7828
9.1121
9.7622
9.7513
9.7400
s.7282
9. 7 160
9. 7033
9.6901
9.6763
9. 6620
9. 6470
9.6313
9. 6149
9. 5978
9. 5798
9.5609
9.5409
9.5199
9. 4977
9.4741
9. 4491
9.4223
9. 3937
9.3629
9. 3296
9.2934
9. 2538
9.2100
9. 1612
9. 1060
9.0426
8. 9682
8. 8?83
8.7645
8.6097
8. 3668
7.7648

9. 8431
9.8351
9. 8269
9. 8184
9. 8096
9. 8004
9. 7910
9. ?81 1
9. ?710
9.7604
9.7494
9. 7380
9.7262
9. ?139
9.70t2
9.6878
9. 6740
9.6595
o-6442
9. 6286
9. 6121
9. 5948
9.5?67
9.5576
9.53?5
9. 5163
9. 4939
9.4700
9.4447
9.4177
9.3887
9.35?5
9. 3238
9. 28?0
9.2468
9.2022
9. 1525
9.0961
9.0311
8. 9545
8. 8613
8.7423
8. 5?76
8. 3088
7 .4637

9. 8418
9. 8338
9. 8255
9. 8169
9.8081
9. ?989
9. 7893
9. 7795
9.7692
9.7586
9.7 47 6
9. ?361
s.7242
9. ?118
9.6990
9.6856
9.6716
9_ 65?0
9. 6418
9.6259
9. 6093
9.5919
9. 5?36
9. 5543
9.5341
9. 5126
9.4900
9. 4659
9. 4403
9. 4130
9. 3837
9.3521
9. 3179
9. 2806
9.2397
9. 1943
9. 1436
9. 0859
9.0192
8.9403
8. 8436
8. ?188
8.5428
8. 2419
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Appendix trI AppI.Note 52

TABLE 3. HAVERSINES
(0oto44o)

Note: Characteristics of the logarithms are omitted.

o
0t

Nat Log
10'

Nat Log
20'

Nat Log
30'

Nat Log Nat Log
40' 50'

Nat Log

0
1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
t2
13
L4
15
16
L7
18
19
20
2L
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
4L
42
43
44

0000
0001 5 . s81?
0003 .483?
0007 .8358
0012 .0856
0019 .2794
0027 .4376
003? .5714
0049 .6872
0062 .7893
0076 .8806
0092 .9631
0109 .0385
0128 .L077
0149 .1718
01?0 .23L4
0194 .287L
0218 .3394
0245 .3887
0272 .4352
0302 .4793
0332 .5213
0364 .5612
039? .5993
0432 .6358
0468 .6?07
0506 .7042
0545 .7364
0585 .7674
0627 .7972
06?0 .8260
0714 .8538
0760 .8807
0807 .9067
0855 .9319
0904 .9563
0955 .9800
1007 .0030
1060 .0253
1114 .0470
1170 .0681
L226 .088?
L284 .1087
1343 .t282
1403 .L472

0000 6 .3254
0001 .0156
0004 .5532
0008 .8828
0013 .t211
0020 .3078
0029 .4614
0039 .5918
0051 .7051
0064 .8052
00?9 .8949
0095 .9762
0112 .0504
0131 .1187
0152 .1820
0L74 .2409
0198 .2961
0223 .3478
0249 .3966
0277 .4427
0307 .4865
0337 .5281
0370 .5677
0403 .6055
0438 .64t7
04t5 .6764
0512 .7096
0552 . ?416
0592 .7724
0634 .8021
067? .8307
0722 .8583
0?6? .8851
0815 .9109
0863 .9360
0913 .9603
0963 " 9838
1016 .0067
1069 .0289
1123 .0505
1179 .0716
1236 .0920
1294 .1119
1353 .1314
1413 .1503

0000 6 .92?5
0001 .1316
0004 .6176
0008 .9273
0014 .1551
0022 .3354
0031 .4845
0041 .611?
0053 .7226
0066 .8208
0081 .9090
0097 .9890
0115 .0622
0135 .L296
0156 .L92L
0178 .2504
0202 .3049
0227 .3561
0254 .4045
0282 .4502
0312 .4935
0343 .5348
0375 .514L
0409 .6116
0444 .6476
0481 .6820
0519 .7150
0558 .7468
0599 .7774
0641 .8069
0684 .8354
0729 .8629
0775 .8894
0823 .9152
0871 .9401
0921 .9643
0972 .9877
L024 .0105
1078 .0326
1133 .0541
1189 .0?50
L246 .0954
1304 ,LL52
1363 .1345
1424 .1534

0000 5 .2?96
0002 .2339
0005 .6775
0009 .969?
0015 .1879
0023 .3621
0032 .50?1
0043 .6312
0055 .7397
0069 .8361
0084 .9229
0100 .0016
0119 .0?38
0138 .L404
0159 .2021
0182 .2597
0206 .3137
0231 .3644
0258 ,4t23
0287 .4576
0317 .5006
0348 .5415
0381 .5805
0415 .6t77
0450 .6534
048? .6876
0525 .7204
0565 .7520
0606 .7824
0648 .8117
0692 .8400
0737 .8673
0783 .8938
0831 .9194
0879 .9442
0929 .9682
0981 .9915
1033 .0L42
1087 .0362
tt42 .0576
1198 .0784
L255 .0987
1314 .1185
1373 .t377
L434 .1565

0000 5 .5295
0002 .3254
0005 .7336
0010 .0101
001? .2195
0024 .3880
0034 .5290
0045 .6503
0057 .7566
0071 .8512
0086 .9365
0103 .0141
0122 .0852
0142 .1510
0163 .2L20
0186 .2689
0210 .3223
0236 .3726
0263 .4200
0292 .4649
0322 .50?5
0353 .5481
0386 .5868
o42t .6238
0456 .6592
0493 .6932
0532 .7258
0572 .7572
0613 .7874
0655 .8165
0699 .8446
0744 .8?18
0791 .8981
0839 .9236
0888 .9482
0938 .972L
0989 .9954
1042 .01?9
1096 .0398
1151 .0611
L207 .0819
1265 .1020
1323 .L2L7
1383 .1409
1444 .1596

0001 5 . ?233
0003 .4081
0006 .7862
0011 .0487
0018 .2499
0026 .4L32
0036 .5504
0047 .6689
0059 .773t
0073 .8660
0089 .9499
0106 .0264
0125 .0966
0145 .1614
016? .2217
0190 .278t
02L4 .3309
0240 .3807
0268 .4276
0297 .4721
0327 .5t44
0359 .5547
0392 .5931
0426 .6298
0462 .6650
0500 .6987
0538 .7311
05?8 .7623
0620 .7923
0663 .8213
0?0? .8492
0752 .8763
0799 .9024
0847 ,9277
0896 .9523
0946 .9?61
0998 .9992
1051 .0216
1105 .0434
1160 .0646
t2L7 .0853
1275 .1054
1333 .L249
1393 .1440
L454 .1626
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TABLE 3. EAVERSINES (Cont'd)
(45oto 89o)

Note: Characteristics of tle logarithms are ommitted.

Appendix III

e

o
0r

Nat Log
10'

Nat Log
20'

Nat Log
30'

Nat Log
40'

LogNat
50'

Nat Log

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
5?
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
6?
68
69
70
7L
72
73
74
?5
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
8?
88
89

L464 .165?
t527 .1838
1590 .20L4
1654 .2186
t720 .2355
1?86 .2519
1853 .2680
L922 .2837
1991 .2991
2061 .3141
2132 .3288
2204 .3432
2277 .3573
2350 .371t
2425 .3847
2500 .3979
2576 .4109
2653 .4237
2730 .4362
2808 .4484
2887 .4604
2966 .4t?.2
3(x6 .4838
3L27 .4951
3208 .5063
3290 .5L72
3372 .5279
3455 .5384
3538 .5488
3622 .5589
3706 .5689
3?90 .5787
38?5 .5883
3960 .5977
4046 .6070
4L32 .6161
42t8 .6251
4304 .6339
4391 .6425
4477 .6510
4564 .6594
4651 .6676
4?38 .6?56
4826 .6835
4913 .6913

t475 .168?
1537 .1867
1601 .2043
1665 .22L5
1731 .2382
1797 .2546
1865 .2706
1933 .2863
2003 .3016
2073 .3166
2t44 .3312
2216 .3456
2289 .3596
2363 .3734
2431 .3869
2513 .4001
2589 .4131
2665 .4258
2743 .4382
282L .4504
2900 .4624
2980 .4742
3060 .4857
3140 .4970
3222 .5081
3304 .5190
3386 .5297
3469 .5402
3552 .5505
3636 .5606
3?20 .5705
3805 .5803
3889 .5899
3975 .5993
4060 .6086
4146 .6176
4232 .6266
4319 .6353
4405 .6440
4492 .6524
4579 .6607
4666 .6689
4?53 .6??0
4840 .6848
4921 .6926

1485 .1?18
1548 .1897
1611 .2072
1676 .2243
1742 .2410
1808 .2573
1876 .2732
1945 .2888
2014 .3041
2085 .3190
2156 .3336
2228 .3480
2301 .3620
2375 .3757
2450 .3891
2525 .4023
2601 .4t52
2678 .4279
2756 .4403
2834 .4524
2913 .4644
2993 .476t
30?3 .4876
3154 .4989
3235 .5099
3317 .5208
3400 .5314
3483 .5419
3566 .5522
3650 .5623
3734 .5722
3819 .5819
3904 - 5915
3989 .6009
4075 .6101
4160 .6191
4247 .6280
4333 .6368
4420 .6454
4506 .6538
4593 .6621
4680 .6703
4761 .6?83
4855 .6862
4942 .6939

.1495 .1?48

.1558 . 1926

.t622 .2101

. 1687 .227L

.1753 .2437

.1820 .2600

.1887 .2759

.1956 .2914

.2026 .3066

.2096 .32t5

.2168 .3361

.2240 .3503

.23t4 .3643

.2388 .3779

.2462 .3913

.2538 .4045

.26L4 .4173

.2691 .4300

.2769 .4423

.2847 .4545

.2927 .4664

.3006 .4780

.3087 .4895

.3167 .500?

.3249 .5117

.3331 .5226

.3413 .5332

.3496 . 5436
,3580 .5539
.3664 .5639
.3748 .5738
.3833 . 5835
.3918 .5930
.4003 .6024
.4089 .6116
.4175 .6206
.426t .6295
.4347 .6382
.4434 .6468
.4521 .6552
.4608 .6635
.4695 .6716
.4782 .6?96
.4869 .6875
.4956 .6952

1506 .1??8
1569 .1956
1633 .2129
1698 .2299
t764 .2465
1831 .2627
1899 .2785
1968 .2940
2038 .3091
2108 .3239
2180 .3384
2252 .3527
2326 .3666
2400 .3802
2415 .3935
255L .4066
2627 .4195
2704 .4320
2782 .4444
2861 .4565
2940 .4683
3020 .4?99
3100 .49t4
3181 .5026
3263 .5136
3345 .5244
3421 .5349
3510 .5454
3594 .5556
36?8 .5656
3762 .5754
3847 .5851
3932 .5946
401? .6039
4103 .6131
4189 .6227
4275 .6310
4362 .6397
4448 .6482
4535 .6566
4622 .6648
4709 .6?30
4796 .6809
4884 .6887
4971 .6964

1516 .1808
15?9 .1985
1644 .2158
1?09 .2327
L775 .2492
t842 .2653
1910 .2811
1979 .2965
2049 .3116
2t20 .3264
2L92 .3408
2265 .3550
2338 .3689
2412 .3824
2487 .3957
2563 .4088
2640 .42t6
2717 .434t
2795 .4464
2874 .4584
2953 .4703
3033 .4819
3113 .4932
3195 .5044
3276 .5154
3358 .5261
3441 .5367
3524 .547t
3608 .5572
3692 .5672
3776 .5771
3861 .5867
3946 .5962
4032 .6055
4L17 .6146
4203 .6236
4290 .6324
4376 .6411
4463 .6496
4550 .6580
4637 .6662
4724 .6743
4811 .6822
4898 .6900
4985 .69??

e
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Appendix Itr

TABLE 3. HAVERSINES (Con't)
(90o to 134o )

Note: Characteristics of the logaritlms are omitted.

Appl.Note 52

Nat Log
0?

Nat Log
10'

Nat Log
20,

Nat Log
30'

Nat Log
40' 50'

Nat Log

90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101
L02
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
tt2
113
114
115
116
tt7
118
119
120
tzl
t22
123
t24
125
126
127
t28
129
130
131
132
133
134

5000 .6990
508? .7065
5174 .7139
5262 .72tt
5349 .7283
5436 .7353
5523 .742t
5609 .7489
5696 .7556
5782 .7621
5868 .7685
5954 .7748
6040 .7810
6125 .787t
6210 .7931
6294 .7989
6378 .804?
6462 .8104
6545 .8159
6628 .82L4
6710 .8267
6792 .8320
6873 .8371
6954 .8422
7034 .8472
7113 .8521
7L92 .8568
7270 .8616
7347 .8661
7424 .8?06
7500 .8751
7575 .8794
7650 .8836
7723 .88?8
7796 .8919
?868 .8959
7939 .8998
8009 .9036
8078 .9073
8L47 .9110
8214 .9146
8280 .9180
8346 .9215
8410 .9248
8473 .9281

'5015 
.7002

b1o2 .7077
5189 . ?151
5276 .1223
5363 .7294
5450 .7364
5537 .7433
5624 .7500
5710 .7567
5797 .7632
5883 . ?696
5968 ,7759
6054 .7820
6139 .7881
6224 .7940
6308 .7999
6392 .8056
6476 .8113
6559 .8168
6642 .8223
6724 .8276
6805 .8329
6887 .8380
6967 .8430
7047 .8480
7126 .8529
7205 .8576
7283 .8623
7360 .8669
7437 .8714
?513 .8?58
7588 .8801
7662 .8843
7735 .8885
7808 .8925
7880 .8965
7951 .9004
8021 .9042
8090 .9079
8158 .9116
8225 .9151
8291 .9186
8356 .9220
842t .9253
8484 .9286

5029 .7015
5116 .7090
5204 .7156
529L .7235
5378 .7306
5465 .7376
5552 .7444
5638 .7511
5725 .7577
5811 .7642
5897 .7706
5983 .7769
6068 .7830
6153 .7891
6238 .7950
6322 .8009
6406 .8066
6490 .8L22
6573 .8177
6655 .8232
6737 .8285
6819 .833?
6900 .8388
6980 .8439
7060 .8488
?139 .8537
72L8 .8584
7296 .8631
7373 .8676
7449 .872t
7525 .8765
?600 .8808
7674 .8850
7748 .8892
7820 .8932
7892 .8972
7962 .9010
8032 .9048
8101 .9085
8169 .9122
8236 .9157
8302 .9192
8367 .9226
8431 .9259
8494 .9291

5044 .7027
5131 .7t02
5218 .7175
5305 .7247
5392 . ?318
5479 .7387
5566 .7455
5653 .7523
5739 .7588
5825 . ?653i
5911 .77L7
599? .7779
6082 .7841
6167 .7901
6252 .7960
6336 .8018
6420 .8075
6504 .8131
6587 .8187
6669 .8241
6751 .8294
6833 .8346
6913 .8319
6994 .8447
7073 .8496
7153 .8545
7231 .8592
?309 .8638
?386 .8684
7462 .8729
7538 .8772
'1612 .8815
7686 .8857
7?60 .8898
7832 .8939
7904 .89?8
7974 .9017
8044 .9055
8113 .9092
8180 .9128
8247 .9163
8313 .9198
8378 .9231
8442 .9264
8505 -9297

5058 .7040
5145 .71t4
5233 .7187
5320 .7259
5407 .7329
5494 . ?399
5580 .7467
5667 .7534
5753 .7599
5840 .7664
5925 .7727
6011 .7790
6096 .7851
6181 .7911
6266 .79?0
6350 .8028
6434 .8085
651? .8141
6600 .8196
6683 .8250
6765 .8302
6846 .8354
6927 .8405
?007 .8455
?08? .8504
7166 .8553
7244 .8600
7322 .8646
7399 .8691
7475 .8736
?550 .8780
7625 .8822
7699 .8864
7772 .8905
7844 .8945
7915 .8985
7986 .9023
8055 .9061
8L24 .9098
8192 .9134
8258 .9169
8324 .9203
8389 .9237
8452 .9270
8515 .9302

50?3 .7052
5160 .7L26
5247 .7199
5334 .7271
5421 .7341
5508 .74t0
5595 .7478
5681 .7545
5768 .7610
5854 .7674
5940 .7738
6025 .7800
6111 .7861
6195 .792L
6280 .7980
6364 .8037
6448 .8094
6531 .8150
6614 .8205
6696 .8258
6778 .8311
6860 .8363
6940 .84L4
7020 .8464
7100 .8513
7179 .8561
7257 .8608
7335 .8654
74tL .8699
7487 .8743
?563 .8787
7637 .8829
77Lt .8871
7784 .8912
7856 .8952
7927 .8991
7997 .9030
8067 .9067
8135 .9104
8203 .9140
8269 .9175
8335 .9209
8399 .9242
8463 .9275
8525 .9307
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Appl. Note 52

TABLE 3. HAVERSINES (Cont'd)
(135oto tSoo)

Note: Characteristics of tlte logarithms are omitted.

\/'

I'
I

t
i

I

)

r*

o
0'

Nat Log
10'

Nat Log
20,

Nat Lq,
30,

Nat Log
40,

Nat Log
50'

Nat Log

135
136
137
138
139
140
t4L
142
143
t44
145
146
t47
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
L57
158
159
160
161
L62
163
164
165,
166
167
168
169
1?0 l

1?1 
I

t72 
|

1?3 I

:r,4l
1?5 I

1?6 I

177 I

1?8 I

1?9 I

180 I

.8536 .9312

.8597 .9343

.8657 .9374

.8716 .9403

.8774 .9432

.8830 .9460

.8886 .9487

.8940 .9513

.8993 .9539

.9045 .9564

.9096 .9588

.9145 .9612

.9193 .9635

.9240 .965?

.9286 .9678

.9330 .9699

.9373 .9719

.9415 .9738

.9455 .9757

.9494 .9774

.9532 .9792

.9568 .9808

.9603 .9824

.9636 .9839

.9668 . 9853

.9698 .9867

.9728 .9880

.9?55 .9892

.9782 .9904

.9806 .9915

.9830 .9925

.9851 .9935

.9872 .9944

.9891 .9952

.9908 .9960

.9924 .9967

.9938 .99?3

.9951 .9979

.9963 .9984

.99?3 .9988

.9981 .9992

.9988 .9995

.9993 .9997

.9997 .9999

.9999 .9999
1.0000 .0000

I .8546 .9318
I . aooz .9348
I.aooz -e3?e
I .azzs .9408
I . ezas .9436
I . aero -s464
I . eass .94e1
I.ss+g -es18
I . sooz .9b4s
I.gos+ -eb68
| . sto+ .95e2
| . stss .9616
|.szor .e638
| .9248 .9660
|.szss .e682
I .9337 .9702
.9380 .9722
.9422 .9741
.9462 .9?60
.9500 .9777
.9538 .9?94
.9574 .9811
.9608 .9826
.9641 .9841
.9673 .9856
.9?03 .9869
.9732 .9882
.9760 .9894
.9786 .9906
.9810 .9917
.9833 .9927
.9855 .9937
.9875 .9945
.9894 .9954
.9911 .9961
.9927 .9968
.9941 .9974
.9953 .9980
.9964 .9985
.9974 .9989
.9982 .9992
.9989 .9995
.9994 .9997
.999? .9999
.9999 .9999

.8556 .9323

.8617 .9353

.8677 .9383

.8735 .9413

.8793 .9441

.8849 .9469

.8904 .9496

.8958 .9522

.9011 .9548

.9062 .9572

.9Lr2 .9596

.9161 .9620

.9209 .9642

.9256 .9664

.9301 .9685

.9345 .9?06

.9387 .9725

.9428 .9744

.9468 .9763

.9507 .9780

.9544 .9797

.9579 .9813

.9614 .9829

.9647 .9844

.9678 .9858

.9?08 .9871

.9737 .9884

.9764 .9896

.9?90 .9908

.9814 .9919

.9837 .9929

.9858 .9938

.9878 .9947

.9897 .9955

.9914 .9962

.9929 .9969

.9943 .9975

.9955 .9981

.9966 .9985

.9976 .9989

.9983 .9993

.9990 .9996

.9995 .9998

.9998 .9999
1.0000 - 0000

,8566 .9328
.8627 .9359
,8686 .9388
,8745 .94t7
,8802 .9446
,8858 .9473
,8913 .9500
8967 .9526
9019 .9552
9071 .95?6
9t2t .9600
9169 .9623
92L7 .9646
9263 .9668
9308 .9689
9352 .9709
9394 .9729'
9435 .9747
9475 .9766
9513 .9783
9550 .9800
9585 .9816
9619 .9831
9652 .9846
9683 .9860
9713 .9874
9742 .9886
9769 .9898
9794 .9910
9818 .9920
9841 .9930
9862 .9940
9881 .9948
9900 .9956
9916 .9963
9931 .99?0
9945 .9976
9957 .9981
9968 .9986
9977 .9990
9985 .9993
9991 .9996
9995 .9998
9998 .9999
0000 .0000

.8576 .9333

.8637 .9364

.8696 .9393

.8?54 .9422
r.8811 .9450
.8867 .9478
.8922 .9505
.8976 .9531
.9028 .9556
.9079 .9580
.9129 .9604
.9t77 .9627
.9225 .9650
.927t .9671
.9316 .9692
.9359 .9712
.9401 ,9732
.9442 .9?51
.9481 .9?69
.9519 .9786
.9556 .9803
.9591 .9819
.9625 .9834
.9657 .9849
.9688 .9863
.9718 .9876
.9746 .9888
.9773 .9900
.9798 .9911
.9822 .9922
.9844 .9932
.9865 .9941
.9885 .9950
.9903 .995?
.9919 .9965
.9934 .9971
.9947 .9977
.9959 .9982
.9969 .9987
.99?8 .9991
.9986 .9994
.9992 .9996
.9996 .9998
.9999' .9999

1.0000 .0000

,8587 .9338
,8647 .9369
,8706 .9398
,8764 .9427
,8821 .9455
,8877 .9482
8931 ,9509
8984 .9535
903? .9560
9087 .9584
9137 .9608
9185 .9631
9233 .9653
9278 .9675
9323 .9695
9366 .9?16
9408 .9735
9448 .9754
9488 .9772
9525 .9789
9562 .9805
959? .9821
9630 .9836
9663 .9851
9693 - .9865
9723 .98?8
9751 .9890
9777 .9902
9802 .9913
9826 .9924
9848 .9933
9869 .9943
9888 .9951
9905 .9959
9921 .9966
9936 .9972
9949 .9978
9961 .9983
99?1 .9987
9980 .9991
9987 .9994
9992 .999?
9996 .9998
9999 .9999
0000 .0000
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Appl. Note 52 Appendix IV

APPENDIX IY
HEWTETT-PACKARD REPRESENTATIYES AND OFFICES

Q Sates and Service Representatives in North America
* Indiotes lartmot Rclzit Statioas

\-i

EASTERN SEABOAID
Asbrry Porl. N.w Jcmt
Thc I. B. Robioron Compuy

1117 Railroad Avcnuc
Klllog 1.31J0

Daltlnorc 15. Morylord
Horman Asociatcs, Inc.

3006 \lZet Cold SPring kae
MOhawk 4-4400

+ Bollon ArF
BurlioSton, Mrssachucttt
Ywcll Associetes, Iqc.

Middlcscx Turnpikc
BRowning 2-9000

Brldgrpcrt 8. Cortr.ellsrl
Ycwcll Associatcs, Ioc.
ll0l East Main Skcct

Forcst 6-34t6
C!ilp Hlll, Pcnn:ylvonlc

Thc l. E. Robinson CooPeoY
Prk Plecc Ofta Bldg'

REgcnt 7-67!l
hglcwod, Naw Jf*y

R. M. C. Ascietc
391 Grud Avou

LOecll 7-)9J)
*Na Ycrt 21. lla Ydt

B- M. C Asietcr
215 E{r 7td StrEt"n l,trerr 9-202,

+l$a.l& Aru
V:lcdof,o&. Fosylruir

TbL E fohim C-mluy
1,1{ ElizDrrt Sarcct

Cllcrta Hill 8-r6{n
Trtyl,ot 8{2OO

* +ttra Zl. ltrcfnrb,>i S. S|trtiog Coopaoy
,O12 Brewillc ld.

TUBdo {-ttrt

tcrfll..FL. N. Y.
Ymll Asgiatc, Iac.

806 Mrin Stcct
GRorcr 1.t,1t6

+l*hife 25, l{ew Yat
Edrrd A. Ossorm & Assci.t t

8fO Lirdo Avouc
LUdlor 6-{9t10

SyFcr$. Ncw Yct
Edvrd A. Osro & Asciets
l0l Piqd DdYc, P, O. Bor r28

GL1-245t
Ycslol, ltw Yct

Edward A. Ossuan & Asdiata
149 Bont St.

STillwell t.0296

+Worhlnglcr, D. C. A16
Rockvillc, Metyleod

Hor@d Alsciatq, Ioc.
941 Rollinr Avouc
HAzclwood 7-756O

SOUTHEASTEN.il STATES
*Atlqrto 5, G€rglq
Bivins & Celdwcll, Ioc.
,llo Mlple DriYe, N. B.
2)1-1141, Area Code 404

+Hlgb Point. Norlh Cqrolhc
Bivios & Celdsell, Inc.

192, N. M.in Stret
882-681t

Hrrlrllb, Alobom
Biviar a Crldrcll, Ioc.

,y-57tt(Dict lioc to Atluts)
+Orlordor Flsldq
Stilc Alsiats, Ioc.

6l Comonwealth Ayc,,
P.O. Box 6ll5
G^rdco t.tt41

l(onsor Glly 30. Mlsorl
Harris-Hanson Coopuy

7916 Parco Blvd,
}I'lllnd 1.9491

+St, Louk 17, Mlssrl
Harris-Hansoo Compeoy

28r,1 South Brentwood Blvd.
Mlssioo 7-,llto

*Sl, Pocl l{, Mlnrcsclc
Crosslcy A$ocist6, Ioc,

8{2 Raymond Avcnuc
Mldw.y 6-7881

WESTERI{ STATES
*Albrqrcrqur. New Mcrlco

Nccly Entcrprircs
6t0l lorro Blvd., N. B.

255-5tA6
+D.trvd 10. Golorcdo

Llb.nl & Compeoy
1886 South Broedwey

PErtl 3.r791
ks CncG3. Ncw Mcxlco

Nccly Eotcrpriscs
lli( S. Vatcr Strcct

526-2486

*los Argolcs. Cotllonlc
Ncly Entcrpriscs

3939 hnkershim Blvd.
North Hollysod, Calif,

TRianale 7-1282 atrd
Popld 6-3811

Porllcrd 9. Orcgon
ARVA, Inc.

1218 N, W. Glism
CADitol2-73]7

+Socrqn.nlo ll, Golllorllc
Ncely Entcrprisa
lrrT - Itth stret
cllb€rt 2-8901

*5oll bte Gity 15. tllol
IJhena & Cr.
l,lt2 Maior St.
HUots 5-8lrt6

+Sor DLgc 6, Collfornlo
Nely Entcrpriscs
lott Sh.ftcr Strat
Academy 1-8103

*3or Frcrelrco Ar{
San Carlo, Celifomir I

Ncly Entcrpriscs
t01 Laurcl Stret

59r-766r
Scollsdqlc. ArLora

Neely Entcrprises
77I So- Scottsazle Rd-

94t-760t
*Scltb 9. Worllqtl

ARVA, loc.
lr20 Prospct Stct

MAin 2.0177

Tres. Arhom
Nely Entcrpris

232 So. Tucson Blvd.
MAia t-2161

CANADA
+Monlrcol, guab.c

Hewlett-Packatd (Caoada) Ltd.
8270 M4vrand Street
Telephoo'e:7li-2273
Ollowo, Orlorlo

Hewlett-Packatd (Ceda) IJIL
1762 Cerling Avoc

PArkwey 2-8162

Trqtc. Ortdc
Hdat-Packard (Cenade) IfrL

14lt lrwrcocc Avouc V.
Tclcphonc: 2,19-9196

Spoln
ATAIO, Ingenicros
A. Aguilera, No. 8

Madrid 1t
Teli 22t-27-42

2t4-51-80

+ SwGd.n
Erit Femcr, AB

Saatroakrisn 3t
Brot@ I

Tel. 252870

+ Swilerlond
Max Paul Frcy

H'angwcg 27
Kiiniz . Bern

TcL (o3t) 6, t6 44

Tqiwon (Fornosc)
Hwa Sheng Electronic Co.. Ltd,
21 Nanking lVest Road, Taipei

Tclcphone: 4-6076

+ Urltad Xingdom
Livingstoo Labofatorics Ltd.

31 Camden Road
London N.\7.

Tel: Archway 6121

YrgosloYlo
Belram Electronics

83 Ay. Dcs Mimoss
Brusels 15. Beleium

Tcl: lt .'29 .-58

Rlchnord 30. Ylrghlo
Biviu t Cddwcll, Ioc.
1219 HiSh Point Avc.

El^gia t-79rr
Sl. P.t Ebfg t. Flsuo

Stil6 rtrci.t6, I!c.
.{10- 1t0th AYc., Me&ire Bach

,9r-0211

CEIITRAL. SOUTH
CENTRAT STATES

*Cltlcogo a5, lllhol.
Crosslry A5soci.t6. Ioc.
2tol V6t Pctcrrco Ava

BRoadwry t-1600
*Clcvelord 2a, Oilo

S. Stcrlina CoEput
J827 Mryficld Rord

HIllcGt 2-8080

*Dollcr 9. Trrqs
Ead Lipscomb Asffi.tca

P. O. Bor 7084
Fhctwood 7-1881 0d

EDison 2-6667

+Doylon It. Ohlo
Crosslcy fusociata, Ioc.
2801 Far Hills Avcouc

 xmiNtcr 9.3t9,{
+Dctrclt 35. Mlchlgor

S. Stcrling Company
1!310 STcct McNicbolr Rd.

BRoadwry 3-2900
+Horslon 5. llrat

Eed Upscoob Assci.t6
P. O. Bor 66,16
MOhawk 7-2407

+ lodiqnqpolls 5. lndlona
Croslcy Asscietc, lnc.

3919 Meadows Dr,
Llberty 6-4891

Q Sales and Servlce Representatives Overseas
*Indicater Iasrruoeot Repair Stations

+Frqnc. hdlq (Conlhurd) |(oro
. Radio.Equipements 240, Dr. Dadabhai Naoroji Road American Trading Company. Inc.6! rye-de Richelieu, Paris 2ioc Bombay I l7S 1st Ka."E;ii;;-[;' -
'lel: Rlchelieu 49-88, 50-78 ll, Esplanade East, Calatta I _ , ,Sudaimooo-Ku,'Soul95-4L 

30' Mouot Road' Madrc 
' 

TclePhone | 3'48'8' 3'-7o4t' 3'1613

*Garncny B-7, Ajmcri Gatc Enn. *Nclhcrlonds
Hewlett-Packard ' N.;bel[il-----' Electronic Marketing. Co., N.V.

Vertricbsgcellschaft o. b, H. 25, Drtg' (ocllstraat

sophicosttasse, lsmcl Amsterdam w'
Flaokfurt am Main Electrcnics & Eigirecring. !td. Tel: 13.28.98

Tclcfon 77-11-71 tnd. 77-91-25 o fererrtgcst- I el'Avrv Ncw Zmlcld
Go. H. Sample & Son (N.2. ) Ltd.

Moorweidenstrasse 12 * ltoly _ - 431 Mount Albert Road
Hamburg h^e r-^',;-:;: .,, , ,, Mout Roskill, Aucktud, Sl

Teti 4, 4, ,, Dott. Ing. Mario Viancllo frir: tisgaji---, -'

severinstrasse t rYr:i. l;l.f i' 
"tia 

Yjlllit + Norwqt
Minchen ,,. " ; 

- ' .--; --- ,"' -' -, Morgenstierne & Co.
T€l: iiber 49 ,8 71 via S Crocc in G-erusalemc 97, W..i--JiEiiL e]OiL

r"t.r. zer.fifllna ue;.prr TeL' 42 ee e1

Gr..o pcrlugol

K. Karavannis *Jopon 
_senatejo_Industrial, Lda.

r"ri'ri'S'6i'"i!l'iir,.r. Scki et Company, Ltd. Rua do'{lei-o, ie:Sjtnjt
Tel: 23-2i3 (lt Liaa) Daini Taihei Buildins Llsbonnc 2

No. rT;;d;ii,;;'tl.?i'iii,"a".ro ret: 3.44 46 - Bweu
lndlc - 

-Ctrlvoa"--rii''tJtvii----" 
t5 86 4t ' Dircction

Thc sciotifc Inst*cnt 
Tokvo (866) 3136'- 9 sodt Afric

-_- -6;;;;y;-Ld. ---- 
s"-P'frf":'ii6'hugf;"".h" F.H.Flanttr&rco-(Ptv.),Ltd.

6, Tej Bahadur S1nru Road _ Ki6-k;. o;aka'----- Buitcncineii'S'tie'e'iEip. To*oAllahabad 1 Te\ (tt2)'27t1,07t9 -'-"----anr.-l:iiir;-'- ^--

&t riiE
}f,ruicio A. Swa
Tclcoouicrciooca-'lc Celvo 224, Bucnos AiB

Td- *4tr2-a1.m87
+AGI"IL

S.oplc Elctooio
(N.S.W.) Pty. Ltd.

,18 Chippcn Stca, Svdna
Tcl: 69-4112 ud 69{336

Seoplc Elctronia (Vic- ) Ptr. Ltd.
9-11 CreEorne Stret,

Richmond, E. 1, Victoria
Phons: ,12-47J7 (3 lio*)

Aurlrio
Austronil G. m. b. H.

54 Mollardgassc, Vienna VI-lel: t7.O6.38
+Bclgirn

Elccturonic Marketiog Co., S.A.
20-21 Ne de I'Hopitil, Brussels

Tel:11.22.20
* Drnmqrr

Tagc Olsen A,r$
Centrumglrden, Room 13t

6D, Vesterbrogadc, Copenharcn V.
Tcl: Palac tf69 a^dPal^c1)4t

Flnlcnd
rNTO O/Y

1l Mcritullinlatu, Hclsinki
Tcl:62 11 2i ud It L2t

'\J qb
G

00051-2

@ 
Rcgistcred Tradcurk of thc Hcwlett-Packud Compaoy

iv-I/iv-2




